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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Photoinduced mixed-valency and delocalization dynamics in strongly coupled multinuclear 

ruthenium complexes 

 

by 

 

Jane Susan Henderson 

 

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry 

 

University of California, San Diego, 2015 

 

Professor Clifford P. Kubiak, Chair 

 

 Mixed-valence dimers of the type Ru3(O)(OAc)6(CO)L–BL–Ru3(O)(OAc)6(CO)L (BL = 

bridging ligand and L = a pyridyl ligand) form strongly coupled systems in their [Ru3
III,III,II–BL–

Ru3
III,II,II]− state, observed by intervalence charge transfer (IVCT) bands in the near-IR. 

Ancillary ligand substitution has been shown to control bimolecular electron transfer rates 

from electronically excited zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP); quenching constants, kq, for 

3ZnTPP* are 3.0 × 109, 1.5 × 109, and 1.1 × 109 M−1 s−1 for BL = pyrazine (pz), L = 4-



 xvii 

cyanopyridine (cpy), pyridine (py), or 4-dimethylaminopyridine (dmap), respectively. The 

preparation, electrochemistry, and spectroscopic characterization of three new species, 

Ru3O(OAc)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)–pz–Ru3O(OAc)6(CO)L, where ZnTPPpy = zinc(II) 5-(4-pyridyl)-

10,15,20-triphenylporphyin and L = dmap, py or cpy, are reported. Observation of IVCT band 

growth under continual photolysis (λexc = 568 nm) confirms a phototriggered intramolecular 

electron transfer from Zn porphyrin to the Ru3O donor−bridge−acceptor dimer, resulting in a 

strongly coupled mixed-valence species. Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy 

was implemented to follow photoinduced electron transfer reactions in the series of 

asymmetric porphyrin-coordinated dyads. Excitation of the porphyrin subunit resulted in 

electron transfer to the Ru3O dimer with a time constant τ ≈ 0.6 ps. The intramolecular 

electron transfer was confirmed by excitation of the Ru3O MLCT, which resulted in the 

formation of a vibrationally unrelaxed porphyrin ground state. Under both excitation 

experiments, the back electron transfer was extremely fast (τCR < 0.1 ps), preventing 

complete time-resolved exploration of the mixed-valence state. Although the charge 

recombination itself could not be observed, the yield of unrelaxed ground states supports 

the conclusion that delocalization takes place at least partially on a sub-100 fs time scale. 

Ultrafast 2D-IR spectroscopy results conclude thermal electron transfer rates must be 

occurring slower than 15 ps and the dynamic carbonyl coalescence observed in strongly 

coupled mixed-valence dimers may be the result of bridge-torsional angle motions, which 

modulate electronic coupling across the molecule.  
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Chapter 1  

Electronic coupling in mixed-valence 

multinuclear ruthenium dimers  

 

1.1 Introduction 

 Mixed-valence complexes have played an important role in studies of the 

mechanism and magnitudes of electronic interactions between redox centers.1-15 Inorganic 

mixed-valence complexes contain metal donor (D) and acceptor (A) sites separated by a 

bridge (B).16-20 Frequently these complexes are based on d6-d5 metal centers, generally 

Ru(II)/Ru(III). When significant electronic coupling between donor and acceptor sites of a 

mixed-valence system exists, intervalence charge transfer (IVCT) absorption bands are 

observed in the mid- to near-IR.1,11,14,16,21 The energy, shape and intensity of the IVCT 

absorption bands allow the electronic coupling (Hab) to be determined using the Marcus-

Hush description of mixed-valency (eq 1).11 The thermal barrier of electron transfer (∆G*) is 

related to Hab, and therefore, rates of electron transfer of the species can be determined.  

!!! = !.!"×!"!!
!!"

!!"#!!"#∆!!
!

!
!     (1) 
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1.2 Three-state description of IVCTs 

 The electronic interaction between the donor (RuII) and acceptor (RuIII) across the 

ligand bridge are best described by a three-state model of electron transfer.8,16 The 

semiclassical three-state model described by Brunschwig, Creutz and Sutin (BCS) predicts 

the appearance of two IVCT bands, one metal-to-metal charge transfer (MMCT) and one 

metal-to-bridge charge transfer (MBCT) in character.16 The basic principles of the three-state 

model are summarized in Figure 1.1. Three adiabatic potential energy surfaces arise from the 

mixing of two metal-based diabatic potential energy surfaces (Ga and Gb) with the bridging 

ligand (Gc) surface by the electronic coupling parameters that are the matrix coupling 

elements of the metal centers with the bridge, Hac (= Hbc).16,22 The lowest energy adiabatic 

state, G1, arises from the symmetric combination of the metal-based states. The excited-

metal state, G2, arises from the antisymmetric combination of the metal-based states. The 

third adiabatic state, G3, is derived from the interaction of the diabatic metal states and the 

bridge. When the bridging ligand state is higher in energy than the two metal-based states, 

the low-energy transition is MMCT in character and the high-energy transition is assigned to 

MBCT. 
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Figure 1.1 Three-state semiclassical potential energy surfaces following the BCS formulation 
that arises from the interaction of two metal-based diabatic surfaces (grey, dashed) for the 
donor (Ga) and acceptor (Gb) and a third diabatic surface for the bridging ligand (Gc). Three 
adiabatic states result: the ground state, G1, an excited-metal state, G2, and an excited 
bridge state, G3. MMCT corresponds to the energy of the optical transition between metal 
donor and metal acceptor, while MBCT corresponds to the energy of the optical transition 
from metal donor to the bridge.  

 

 The electronic interaction of a mixed-valence complex may be classified in the Robin-

Day framework, wherein "borderline class II/III" systems lie close to the transition between the 

localized (Class II) and delocalized (Class III) regimes.24 When the excited states are 

relatively low in energy, allowing for significant electronic interaction between the 

donor/acceptor metal sites and the bridge, the three state model has proven successful in 

predictions of the IVCT transitions in mixed-valence systems where the electron is nearly 
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delocalized.23 Precise synthetic control of the two oxo-centered, tri-ruthenium cluster bridged 

dimers allows for the construction of mixed-valence complexes that progress through the 

Class II/III transition.25  

 

 

Figure 1.2 Dimer of triruthenium clusters of the form [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)]2(µ-BL), 
where BL = bridging ligand and L = ancillary ligand. Single electron reduction of the dimer 
forms the mixed valence [Ru3

III,III,II–BL–Ru3
III,II,II]– species of interest.  

 

1.3 Electronic coupling in mixed-valence multinuclear ruthenium dimers 

 The character of IVCT bands of mixed-valence dimers of the form [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-

CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)]2(µ-BL), where BL = bridging ligand and L = ancillary ligand (Figure 1.2) are 

well captured by the BCS semiclassical three-state (metal cluster−bridge−metal cluster) 

model of mixed-valency.16,26 The electronic absorption spectra of the neutral and mixed-

valence BL = pyrazine (pz), L = pyridine (py) dimer are shown in Figure 1.3. The isolated, 

neutral state exhibits a metal-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) band at ca. 16500 cm-1. Upon 

reduction to the –1 state, this MLCT band shifts to slightly higher energy and two broad 

bands appear at ! < 13000 cm-1. These IVCT transitions have been previously described 

under the BCS semi-classical three-state model, including both Ru3O redox center states 

and a state for the bridging ligand.16,27 The pz π* energy level is higher than the d-orbitals 

involved in the singly reduced state, allowing the lowest-energy IVCT band, observed at ca. 
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7000-8000 cm-1, to be assigned to MMCT, and the higher energy band at 9525-11,000 cm-1 

is assigned to MBCT. 

 

Figure 1.3 Electronic absorption spectra of dimer BL = pyrazine, L = pyridine in acetonitrile 
for neutral (black) and singly reduced (blue). Spectra were collected in acetonitrile at room 
temperature, and the mixed-valence species was generated by the stoichiometric addition of 
potassium graphite (KC8) as chemical reducing agent.26,28  
 

 The Ru3O dimers represent systems whose electronic coupling can be adjusted 

based on the electronic properties of the ancillary ligands. The effects of variation in 

electronic coupling on the IVCT transitions within the Class II/III borderline are shown in 

Figure 1.4 (left). As the electronic communication increases, the minima of the lowest three-

state adiabatic potential energy surface shift towards one another (approaching a 

delocalized single minimum) causing the MMCT band maximum to decrease in energy and 

the MBCT transition to increases in energy. This is observed in pz-bridged dimers where the 

high-energy MBCT and low-energy MMCT diverge in energy as the donor strength of L is 

increased from 4-cyanopyridine (cpy) to py to 4-dimethylaminopyrinde (dmap) (Figure 1.4 

right). Replacing the electron donating –N(CH3)2 by the electron withdrawing –CN on the 

ancillary ligand decreases electronic coupling of the clusters in the mixed-valence state. 
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These dimers exhibit extremely well-behaved progression through the class II/III borderline. 

This relationship can be used to compare a series of mixed-valence complexes with varying 

degrees of electronic coupling, especially if the value of the electronic coupling constant is 

not explicitly known, as is often the case in highly electronically coupled complexes.22  

 

 

Figure 1.4 Left: Three-state model predictions of metal-to-metal (low energy) and metal-to-
bridge (high energy) IVCT transitions within the Class II/III borderline. Right: Electronic 
absorption spectra of BL = pz and L = 4-dimethylanimopyrinde (dmap), pyridine (py), and 4-
cyanopyrindine (cpy) mixed-valence dimers.22  
 

 The effect of ancillary ligand substitution on the electronic coupling in the mixed-

valence state has also been measured by the magnitude of the splitting between the 

sequential single metal-based electron reduction waves, ∆E1/2.4,29 In the case of L = dmap, 

∆E1/2 = 440 mV and Kc = exp(∆E1/2F/RT) = 2.7 x 107 for the equilibrium given in eq. 2.28,30 It is 

useful to consider Kc as a stability constant reflecting the stabilization arising from electronic 

delocalization in the –1 state relative to the neutral and –2 states. As the pyridyl ligand is 

changed from an electron-donating dmap to an unsubstitued pyridine to the electron-

withdrawing cpy, Kc decreases by more than three orders of magnitude. To the extent that 

∆E1/2 values reflect the magnitude of the electronic coupling across the mixed-valence ion, it 

is clear that coupling can be moderated over a large range by relatively simple ligand 
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substitution.4,29 These trends have been explained by two lines of reasoning: (i) there exists 

very favorable overlap between the Ru3O cluster dπ-electron system and the bridging pz, 

and (ii) Ru3O cluster d-electron levels engaging the pz π* system may be raised or lowerd by 

changing the electron donor/acceptor nature of the ancillary pyridyl ligand. The relevant Ru d 

level then is closer in energy to the pz π* level in L = damp than it is in L = cpy.28,30 This 

description is consistent with the adiabatic ground-state potential energy surface (PES) 

predictions from three-state IVCT characterization, in addition to resonance Raman 

experiments.26,31-34 

 

Ru3
III,III,II-pz-Ru3

III,III,II + [Ru3
III,II,II-pz-Ru3

III,II,II]–2  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

  2 [Ru3
III,III,II-pz-Ru3

III,II,II]–   (2) 

 

 The electronic delocalization in these dimers has been further characterized by the 

coalescence of the carbonyl ν(CO) bands in the infrared (IR) spectra of mixed-valence 

pyrazine-bridged dimers. The singly reduced state of these systems shows overlapping 

carbonyl peaks which appear more similar to the predicted spectra of a delocalized 

[Ru3III,II,II
1
2 − pz − Ru3III,II,II

1
2]– molecule than what would be predicted for a charge localized 

[Ru3III,III,II − pz − Ru3III,II,II]– species. The inability to resolve two carbonyl bands, one neutral 

and one reduced, has allowed the rate of thermal electron transfer to be predicted, occurring 

on the timescale of 0.35 to 10 ps.35,36 The thermal electron transfer rate increases as the 

ancillary ligand is changed from cpy to py to dmap, consistent with previous descriptions of 

electronic coupling in the mixed-valence ions. Results from two-dimensional infrared 

spectroscopy experiments, which have the time resolution to resolve picosecond vibrational 

dynamics, have called into question whether the observed carbonyl coalescence is in fact 

the result of ground state electron transfer occurring on this timescale (see Chapter 5); 

however, the observation of electron transfer dynamics on the vibrational timescale is still 

meaningful.28,30,32-34 The observed changes to the carbonyl frequencies in a variety of solvents 
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and temperatures, support that the observed coalescence has electronic origin and allows 

dynamics of nearly barrierless intramolecular electron transfer on the picosecond timescale 

to be observed.26,27,30-34,37,38 

 

1.4 Conclusion 

 Although the respective energetics of the mixed-valence ions have been well-

characterized, the chemistry of the ultrafast reactions that produce these strongly coupled 

systems has not yet been studied. Similarly mixed-valence states and their IVCT absorption 

bands have been studied extensively, but there have been very few time-resolved studies 

observing changes to IVCT transitions.39-43 Measuring the timescale of electronic coupling-

derived relaxation inherent to a mixed-valence system is a thought provoking experiment. 

The ability to observe IVCT formation would provide a direct spectroscopic probe of 

delocalization. In order to resolve these delocalization dynamics, time resolution of <10 ps is 

required. One way to achieve this is by optical pump-probe spectroscopy, wherein the 

formation of the mixed-valence species can be light triggered. Chapter 2 presents the results 

of the first time-resolved study of electron transfer occurring between a freely diffusing zinc 

tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP), a commonly used electron donating species, and the Ru3O 

dimers, acting as electron acceptors. The results of the bimolecular study inspired the design 

of newly synthesized Ru3O dimers, whose characterization is presented in Chapter 3. 

Chapter 4 presents the first effort to study the formation and dynamics of the electronically 

coupled Ru3O cluster pyrazine-bridged dimer mixed-valence state through femtosecond 

transient absorption experiments. The dynamic carbonyl coalescence observed in the 

mixed-valence state of the pyrazine-bridged dimer has been studied using 2D-IR 

spectroscopy. The results of this study are presented in Chapter 5 and the implications of 

this study and those presented in Chapters 2 through 4 are discussed in Chapter 6.  
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Chapter 2 

Electronic coupling effects on excited-state zinc 

tetraphenylporphyin electron transfer to Ru3O 

clusters 

 

2.1 Introduction 

 The rate constant for electron transfer (kET) is generally considered within the semi-

classical theory of outer-sphere electron transfer (ET), equation 1, as1-3 

!!" = !
ℏ!!!!!

! !!"# − ∆!! + ! !
4!!!!     (1) 

Here the pre-exponential factor includes the electronic matrix element !, a function of the 

electronic overlap of the electron donor and acceptor orbitals. In most intermolecular 

electron transfer reactions, ! !  values are large enough that electron transfer reactions 

occur but small enough that the energy of interaction is still negligible compared with the 

energy barrier of electron transfer. In the limit of small coupling, the rate of outer-sphere 

electron transfer is determined by the driving force (∆!!) and the reorganization of the 

system (λ). The relationship between kET, λ, and ∆!! has been experimentally verified many 

times over.4-9 The tunability of ∆!!, in particular, has found widespread use in the study ET 

rates.10-14  
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 In inorganic mixed-valence chemistry, the energy levels of the metal donor and 

acceptor can be adjusted through synthetic modification and inductive effects. In this work, 

we have modulated the electrochemical reduction potentials of multinuclear ruthenium 

clusters by choice of ancillary ligands (Figure 2.1). This has the effect of controlling the 

driving force of their electron transfer reactions with electronically excited zinc 

tetraphenylporphyrin (ZnTPP). Our ability to control the rates of electron transfer from ZnTPP 

and confirm the generation of electron transfer products are meaningful to our motivation to 

measure delocalization dynamics induced by electronic coupling within the mixed-valence 

species. 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Dimer of triruthenium clusters of the form [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)]2(µ-pz) 
where pz = pyrazine and L = 4-cyanopryidine (cpy) (1), pyridine (py) (2), and 4-
dimethylaminopyridine (dmap) (3) and monomer triruthenium clusters of the form Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-
CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)2 where L = cpy (4), py (5), and dmap (6). Single electron reduction of 1 – 3 
form the mixed valence [Ru3

III,III,II-pz-Ru3
III,II,II]– species of interest. 

 

2.1 3ZnTPP* decay kinetics  

 We examined intermolecular photoinduced electron transfer from the triplet excited 

state of zinc tetraphenylporphyrin (3ZnTPP*) to [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)]2-pz, where L = 

4-cyanopyridine (cpy) (1), pyridine (py) (2) and 4-dimethylaminopyridine (dmap) (3), and 
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Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)2, where L = cpy (4), py (5) and dmap (6). Excited state 1ZnTPP* 

was generated by excitation at 555 nm in CH3CN and was rapidly converted to the 

3ZnTTP*.15 Transient absorption at 470 nm, diagnostic for the 3ZnTPP* excited state, was 

monitored as a function of time following laser excitation.15,16 Figure 2.2 shows a set of 

difference absorption decay curves of 3ZnTPP* in the presence of 2 from 0 to 4.17 x 10-5 M. 

Decay lineshapes shown are typical of those obtained for 3ZnTPP* in the presence of the 

ruthenium complexes in Figure 2.1 and correlate to published results.9,16 Under the condition 

that [3ZnTPP*]≪[Ru3O], the decay curves of 3ZnTPP* obey pseudo first-order kinetics and 

were fit to a single exponential decay function. In the presence of 1 – 6 the 3ZnTPP* decay 

rate constant, kobs, increased as the concentration of ruthenium complex increased. The time 

constant for 3ZnTPP* decay in the absence of Ru3O (!! = 1/kobs) was approximately 100 µs, 

which includes the effects of bimolecular ZnTPP triplet-triplet annihilation.15 
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Figure 2.2 A. 3ZnTPP* decay (λpump = 555 nm, λprobe = 470 nm) in the presence of increasing 
concentrations of 2. B. A plot of the lifetime ! (right vertical axis) versus the concentration of 
2. Stern-Volmer plot shows linear dependence of the single exponential decay rate constant, 
kobs (left vertical axis), versus concentration and the bimolecular collisional quenching rate 
constant of 3ZnTPP*, kq, was derived from the slope of the linear fit. 
 

 The excited state decay rate constants increase linearly with the concentration of 1 – 

6 and the slopes of the pseudo-first-order plots yielded second-order rate constants (kq) for 

bimolecular quenching of 3ZnTPP* by the triruthenium complexes. The linear response of kq 

to quencher concentration is observed in all data sets and allows us to determine that this 

quenching is the result of a dynamic interaction between 3ZnTPP* and the ruthenium 

clusters, defined by the Stern-Volmer relation.14 The kq values for 1 – 6 were evaluated to be 

on the order of 109 M-1s-1 in all but one case, as listed in Table 2.1 
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Table 2.1 Collisional quenching constants (kq), electrochemical reduction potentials (!!"#! ), 
and thermodynamic results of free energy for electron transfer from 3ZnTPP* (∆!!"! ) in 
acetonitrile at 25˚C. 

 kq
 a (x109 M-1s-1) !!"#! b (V) ∆!!"! c (eV) 

1 3.0 -0.90 -0.31 

2 1.5 -0.98 -0.23 

3 1.1 -1.02 -0.19 

4 1.5 -1.06 -0.15 

5 1.2 -1.28 0.07 

6 0.08 -1.49 0.28 

a Stern-Volmer derived bimolecular quenching constants for the observed quenching of 
3ZnTPP* with 1 – 6.  b Electron reduction potentials versus Fc/Fc+. These potentials 
correspond to E1/2(0/-1) Ru3

III,III,II-pz-Ru3
III,III,II/Ru3

III,III,II-pz-Ru3
III,II,II for 1 – 3 and Ru3

III,III,II/Ru3
III,II,II for 

4 – 6. c Free energy change for photoinduced electron transfer from ZnTPP (!!"!/!= 0.38 V vs. 
Fc/Fc+ in MeCN). Excited state energy (!!"#$$∗) of 3ZnTPP* is 1.53 eV.  

 

2.3 Quenching mechanism of 3ZnTPP* lifetime with Ru3O complexes 

 In principle, the quenching of 3ZnTPP* by 1 – 6 could occur by energy transfer, 

electron transfer, or both.  In the case of photoinduced electron transfer from 3ZnTPP*, the 

reaction would proceed by oxidative quenching to produce ZnTPP+ and a reduced Ru3O– 

complex. The standard free energy change for electron transfer from the excited state of Zn 

porphyrin is determined using equation 2  

∆!!"! = !−! !!"#! − !!"! − !!"#$$∗ − !C             (2)17 

Here !!"!  and !!"#!  are the half-wave potentials for the donor oxidation and acceptor 

reduction, respectively, and !!"#$$∗  is the excited state energy. When the reactants are 

neutral, the Coulombic stabilization (C) in the electron transfer pair (A•-/D+) is estimated as 

!! !" ≈ 0.06 eV in CH3CN.18 Using the ZnTPP0/+ potential (!!"!/! = 0.38 V vs Fc/Fc+ in CH3CN) 

and the reduction potential of the ruthenium metal cluster complex (Table 2.1), the free 

energy changes for photoinduced electron transfer (∆!!"! ) from the triplet excited state of 
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energy changes for photoinduced electron transfer (∆!!"! ) from the triplet excited state of 

3ZnTPP* to 1 – 6 were estimated and are presented in Table 2.1. For the complexes 1 – 3 

excitation of ZnTPP provides sufficient energy to drive charge separation, allowing 

thermodynamically favorable electron transfer from 3ZnTPP* to the Ru3O−pz−Ru3O dimers.  

The trends observed in ancillary ligand substitution effects on kq and ∆!!"!  across the dimer 

series (1 – 3) are consistent with the general physical characteristics of these complexes 

reported earlier.16,19,20 As the donor strength of the ancillary pyridine ligands increases from 

cpy (pKa = 2) to py (pKa = 5.1) to dmap (pKa = 9.2), the Ru3O core experiences an inductive 

effect and the dπ based energy levels of the core are raised. This is observed 

electrochemically, where shifts to more negative reduction potentials values are seen with 

more electron donating ligands, and !!"#!  of dmap (3) > py (2) > cpy (1) (Figure 2.3, left). The 

data for 1 – 3 in Table 2.1 show that as !!"#!  becomes more negative, ∆!!"!  becomes less 

favorable, and kq decreases.  The experimentally observed trend in the kq thus follows the 

order predicted by electron transfer theory, i.e. 1 > 2 > 3 (Figure 2.3, right).   
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Figure 2.3 Ancillary ligand effect on electrochemical reduction potential (left) and quenching 
rate constant (right) for 1 – 3. Correlation with pyridyl ligand electronics are described by 
respective pKa values.  

 

 The rate of energy transfer, is a function of the integral of the spectral overlap 

between the ZnTPP donor emission and the Ru3O acceptor absorption (equation 3)21 

! ! = !! ! !! ! !!!"!
!     (3) 

Here !! !  is the normalized fluorescence intensity of the donor in the wavelength range of ! 

to ! + Δ! and !! !  is the extinction coefficient of the acceptor at !. The spectral overlap is 

significant for these complexes (Figure 2.4), thus Förster energy transfer could be a viable 

mechanism of 3ZnTPP* decay. As all other variables of the energy transfer rate expression 

remain unchanged across all samples, the Förster’s distance !!! (a function of ! ! ) predicts 

the rate of energy transfer (as a function of the molar extinction coefficient of the acceptor) 

should increase through the series 3 > 1 > 2. As this trend was not observed in 

experimentally measured kq values, we conclude that while energy transfer may occur, it is 

not the primary mechanism of 3ZnTPP* decay in 1 – 3. 
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Figure 2.4 Fluorescence intensity of ZnTPP following excitation at 500 nm (grey trace) and 
electronic absorption of 1 – 3 in acetonitrile.   

 

 In nonadiabatic ET reactions, !!"  depends upon the coupling strengths between 

reactants and products at the transition state (eq. 1). It has been shown previously that 

intermolecular self-exchange reactions in complexes 4 – 6 were facilitated by electronic 

coupling resulting from orbital overlap of the ancillary pyridyl ligands.22,23 The more electron 

withdrawing ancillary ligands delocalize a greater portion of the LUMO onto the pyridine ring, 

which increases orbital overlap between donor and acceptor, while electron donating ligands 

deplete LUMO density on the pyridyl rings. Rates of self-exchange increased through the 

series 6 < 5 < 4, demonstrating the importance of ancillary ligand dependent electronic 

coupling via orbital overlap in intermolecular electron-transfer when ∆!!"! = 0. In the present 

study we observed the same trends for rate constants of 3ZnTPP* quenching with increased 

donor strength of the pyridine ligands for both the dimers 1 – 3 and the monomers 4 – 6. This 

is consistent with the expected trend in electronic coupling based on the degree of LUMO 

character on the peripheral pyridine ligands of the Ru3O electron acceptors, and the trend in 
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∆!!"! . However, in complexes 5 and 6, the standard free energy changes for electron transfer 

(∆!!"! ) calculated from eq. 1 are uphill by as much as 0.28 eV.  As discussed above, energy 

transfer may provide another mechanism for the decay of 3ZnTPP* in the presence of 1 – 6. 

The triplet energy level of analogous [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(L)3]+ complexes has been 

measured to be 1.48 eV, suggesting that electron transfer via 3ZnTPP* (E0 = 1.53 eV) may 

take place competitively with the more thermodynamically favorable energy transfer process 

in systems 5 and 6.30 In complexes 1 – 3, there is sufficient driving force to allow 

thermodynamically favorable electron transfer in each case. 

 

2.4 Photolysis results confirm electron transfer products 

 Following an intermolecular electron transfer from photoexcited 3ZnTPP* to 1 – 3, 1-

benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide BNAH (!!"!/! = 220 mV vs Fc/Fc+) was used as a sacrificial 

donor to reduce the resulting porphyrin cation.24 This reaction is predicted to inhibit back-

electron transfer following photoinduced electron transfer from a reduced ruthenium 

complex to ZnTPP+ to regenerate the neutral ZnTPP, allowing the stable mixed-valence 

dimer of interest to be observed. An air-tight cell containing 90 µM ZnTPP, 50 µM Ru3O 

dimer, and 0.50 mM BNAH in CH3CN was exposed to 532 nm light (40 mW), with stirring, 

and spectra were collected over the course of 2 hours. Figure 2.5 shows the changes in 

absorbance in the near-IR of 1 and 2 following photolysis. After 10 min of continual 

photolysis absorbance at λ > 670 nm becomes non-zero. During the course of the 

experiment, the near-IR spectrum of 1 evolves into two well-defined peaks (λmax/nm = 923 

and 1305). Similar results were observed for 2 with small variation in peak position (λmax/nm = 

909 and 1383). No significant change in absorption in this region was observed for 3. 
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Figure 2.5 Difference near-IR absorbance of 50 µM 1 and 2 in CH3CN solvent with 90 µM 
ZnTPP, 0.1 M TBAPF6, and 0.50 mM sacrificial donor (BNAH) following photolysis with 532 
nm light.  

 

 The singly reduced (mixed-valence) dimer is generated following photoexcitation of 

ZnTPP. As described in Chapter 1, the bands observed in the near-IR can be clearly 

identified as the IVCT transitions of the mixed-valence [Ru3
III,III,II-pz-Ru3

III,II,II]– dimers. These 

IVCT transitions are characterized as metal-to-bridge charge transfer (MBCT, high energy) 

and metal-to-metal charge transfer (MMCT, low energy), where peak energy and intensities 

indicate the strong electronic coupling resulting from electron delocalization across the 

dimer. Significantly, the intrinsic and respective peak energies show the previously described 

trends in the three-state model description wherein the MBCT band shifts to higher energy 

and the MMCT band shifts to lower energy for the more electronically coupled ion 2–. The 

observation of a strongly-coupled mixed-valence state following a photoinduced 

intermolecular electron transfer event allows us to confirm electron transfer from 3ZnTPP*. 

The lack of significant changes in absorbance for 3 is not surprising given the predicted free 

energy change for the electron transfer reaction is smaller than the other dimers.   
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2.5 Conclusion  

 Extensive electrochemical and spectroscopic investigations into the electronic 

structures of 1– – 3– indicate that these complexes are strongly coupled mixed-valence 

complexes.19,22,23,25-30 In this study we have demonstrated the ability to generate a mixed-

valence molecule with significant electronic delocalization following a photoinduced electron 

transfer reaction. The evolution of delocalization following initial photochemical charge 

injection is predicted to occur significantly faster than the diffusion limit, and could not be 

detected in this work. In the next chapter, we introduce photoresponsive dimer dyads where 

the Zn porphyrin is coordinated to the Ru3O–pz–Ru3O scaffold.31 The first time-resolved 

exploration of delocalization in these strongly-coupled mixed valence systems are presented 

in Chapter 4.  

 

2.6 Experimental 

 Materials. Complexes 1 – 6 were synthesized according to the literature.19,32 

Acetonitrile (CH3CN) was used as received from Fisher Scientific. Zinc tetraphenylporphyrin 

(ZnTPP) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used without further purification. Tetra-n-

butylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) was received from Sigma Aldrich, 

recrystallized from absolute ethanol and dried under vacuum at 100˚C for 24 h. Air-sensitive 

reactions were carried out under a N2 inert atmosphere in CH3CN that had been passed 

through two alumina drying columns. 1-Benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide (BNAH) was 

purchased from TCI and used as received.  

 Flash-quench photolysis. UV-vis-NIR absorption spectra were collected with a 

Shimadzu UV 3600. The laser system employed for transient absorption measurements has 

been described elsewhere.8 All kinetics measurements were collected on solutions of 

~1.0 x 10−5 M ZnTPP in CH3CN that had been degassed by a minimum of three freeze-pump-

thaw cycles. Excited state 1ZnTPP* was generated by excitation at 555 nm. Decay curves of 
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3ZnTPP* were measured at 470 nm. A total of 105 data points were collected using an 

oscilloscope which were then averaged over 103 scans. Decay curves in the absence of 

ruthenium complex were obtained for each system in this study. UV-vis and decay 

measurements were repeated for increasing concentrations of 1 – 6, typically between 0 and 

6 x 10-5 M.  Triplet excited state decay fits were generated by IgorPRO Version 6.34A. 

 Electrochemical measurements. Cyclic voltammetry was preformed using a BAS 

CV-50 computer controlled potentiostat with a scan rate of 100 mV/s. A 3 mm platinum 

electrode was used as the working electrode. The counter electrode was a platinum wire, 

and the reference electrode was a Ag/AgCl wire. Electrochemical solutions were prepared as 

3 mM solution of complex in 0.1 M TBAPF6 CH3CN electrolyte solution degassed with N2. All 

potentials are reported versus the ferrocene/ferricenium (Fc/Fc+) couple, used as an internal 

reference for each sample (Fc+/0 = 0.380 V vs. SCE in acetonitrile). 

 Continuous photolysis. Samples were prepared under a N2 atmosphere. A 1 cm x 1 

cm quartz cuvette (Spectrocell, P/N RF-4010-T) containing a mico-stirbar was prepared 

preventing light exposure prior to photolysis. A solution of 90 µM ZnTPP in 50mL CH3CN 

was used to dilute a 2 mL solution of 50 µM complex, which was then filtered directly into 

the cuvette. 250 µL of a filtered solution of 5 mM BNAH and 1 M TBAPF6 in CH3CN was 

added and the cuvette was sealed. An initial (pre-exposed) UV-vis/NIR spectrum was 

collected prior to photolysis performed using a 532 nm (40 mW) temperature regulated laser 

diode (ThorLabs LDC200CV/TED200C) and samples were irradiated for 120 minutes with 

constant stirring. 
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Chapter 3  

Photoinduced mixed-valency in zinc porphyrin-

dimer of Ru3O cluster dyads 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 The carbonyl coalescence observed in the singly reduced mixed-valence 

[Ru3
III,II,II−pz–Ru3

III,III,II]– ions indicate electron transfer dynamics to be occurring on the 

picosecond timescale.1,2 In order to resolve dynamics occurring at the earliest stages of 

delocalization, ultrafast (< 10 ps) measurement techniques are required.3-5 The predicted 

timescale restraints inspired the design of systems 1 – 3 (Figure 3.1), allowing the formation 

of the mixed-valence species to follow a light-induced intramolecular electron transfer. Using 

the method of Lindsey and co-workers for asymmetric porphyrin design, the mono-pyridyl-

functionalized porphyrin, zinc (II) meso-5-(4-pyridine)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin (ZnTPPpy), 

was synthesized and coordinated to one of the two ancillary (L) positions of the Ru3O 

dimer.7,10,11 Characterization of the mixed-valence ions and confirmation of their generation 

following photoexcitation provided experimental motivation for time-resolved studies of 

delocalization in this new series of donor-bridge-acceptor molecules, where variation in 

electronic coupling is dependent on the choice of ancillary ligand on the Ru3O cluster 

opposite the porphyrin, L = 4-dimethylaminopyridine (dmap) (1), pyridine (py) (2) and 4-

cyanopyridine (cpy) (3). 
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Figure 3.1 Asymmetric [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)](µ-pyrazine)[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-
CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)] complexes, where ZnTPPpy = 5-(4-pyridine)-10,15,20-
triphenylporphyrinatozinc(II) and L=4-dimethylaminopyridine (dmap) (1), pyridine (py) (2) and 
4-cyanopyridine (cpy) (3). 

 

3.2 Synthesis and Characterization of [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)](µ-

pz)[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)] (1-3).  

 The synthesis of [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(py)]2(µ-pz) (2sym), TPPpy, and ZnTPPpy 

have been reported previously.6-10 The mono-solvento complex Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-

CH3CO2)6(CO)(TPPpy)(S) (i) was prepared similarly to other pyridine derivatives, by reacting 

Ru3O(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(S)2 with 0.8 equivalents of the free-base porphyrin TPPpy 

(Scheme 3.1). The desired mono-substituted cluster (i) was purified from the doubly 

substituted cluster using column chromatography.11 Metallation of the coordinated porphyrin 

was achieved via 30 minute reflux of i in chloroform with two equivalents of zinc acetate 

added as a methanol solution. Reaction completion was confirmed by the absence of the 

high field 1H NMR resonance from the inner pyrrole. This reaction mixture was purified using 

column chromatography on silica treated with 5% TEA to afford Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-

CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)(S) (ii) in good yield (80%).12  

 

1: R = N(CH3)2; (L = dmap) 
2: R = H; (L = py) 
3: R = CN; (L = cpy) 
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Scheme 3.1 Nomenclature and synthetic scheme. (a) 0.8 eq. TPPpy/1 eq. Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-
CH3CO2)6(CO)(S)2  stirred in 50/50 chloroform/methanol at room temperature for two days in 
the dark. Complex i was purified on an automated column chromatograph. (b) 2 eq. zinc 
acetate methanol solution refluxed for 30 minutes in 1 eq. i in chloroform, followed by 
chromatography on silica treated with 5% TEA. (c) Equimolar amounts of ii and Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-
CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)(pz) allowed to react in the dark for 2 days at RT.  

 

 The dyads 1 – 3 (Figure 3.1), which have one carbonyl per Ru3O unit and asymmetric 

pyridyl coordination, were prepared by a combination synthetic strategy using a labile ligand 

solvento species (ii) and Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)(pz) (where L = dmap, py or cpy) metal 

complex as the ligand.13 The vacant Ru coordination site of ii allows for selective 

coordination to the free pyrazine nitrogen of the respective ancillary ligand monomer. The 

resulting porphyrin coordinated assemblies (1 – 3) were isolated from their monomeric parts 

using size exclusion chromatography. In the neutral isolated state, each trinuclear Ru3O unit 

formally contains one Ru(II) and two Ru(III) centers, with a carbonyl ligand coordinated to the 

formally divalent center.2,14 This modular synthesis was used to generate the series of dyads 

1 – 3, which represent a continuum from electron withdrawing (L = cpy, 3) to electron 

donating (L = dmap, 1) substituents.  
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  Figure 3.2 shows the neutral, ground-state electronic absorption spectra of the 

symmetric py ancillary ligand pyrazine bridged dimer (2sym), ZnTPPpy, and 2 in butyronitrile. 

The absorption of the asymmetric porphyrin dyad strongly resembles that of ZnTPPpy, 

displaying an intense Soret band (λmax/nm = 426 and 428, respectively) and two Q-bands 

(λmax/nm Q(0-1)/Q(0-0) = 558/602 and 562/606, respectively). The Soret of ZnTPPpy is less 

broad and more intense (ε = 550 x103 M-1 cm-1) in comparison to 2 (ε = 470 x103 M-1 cm-1). 

The strongly absorbing Q-bands of the porphyrin overlap with the broad metal-to-ligand-

charge-transfer (MLCT) transitions of the Ru3O dimer, observed at 602 nm in 2sym. Apart from 

a small red shift (ca. 0.01 eV) in peak absorbance energy observed in the asymmetric 

porphyrin/pyridine dyad (2), ground-state electronic interaction between the Zn porphyrin 

and the Ru3O dimer is not observed.  

 

Figure 3.2 Electronic absorption of spectra of the symmetric pyridine ancillary ligand 
pyrazine bridged dimer (2sym), ZnTPPpy, and asymmetric porphyrin/pyridine dyad (2) in 
butyronitrile.  

 

 The steady-state fluorescence emission of ZnTPPpy in butyronitrile shows two 

bands centered at 610 and 658 nm corresponding to the Q(0-0) and Q(1-0) emission 

transitions (Figure 3.3). This fluorescence response is quenched upon coordination to the 
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Ru3O cluster, as shown by the fluorescence emission for ii (dashed trace). The lowest 

excited singlet state energy (2.0 eV) of ZnTPPpy was determined from the average of the 

lowest energy transition in the absorption spectra and the highest energy transition in the 

fluorescence emission spectra. 

 

Figure 3.3 Fluorescence emission intensity of ZnTPPpy (solid) and Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-
CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)](S) (ii, dashed) following excitation at 562 nm. The absorbance 
intensity of ZnTPPpy and ii at 562 nm were 0.094.  

 

  The cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of 1 – 3 show seven reversible redox processes 

(Figures 3.4 and 3.5). To confidently assign each process, the CVs of ZnTPPpy, 2sym, and 2 

were compared to assign redox features characterized by the half-wave potentials for each 

process, E1/2(ox/red) (Figure 3.4). The two-electron oxidation features observed in the 

porphyrin dyad (2) are Ru3O metal-cluster based. Analogous redox features are observed in 

2sym and occur at E1/2(+2/0) = +0.57 and E1/2(+4/+2) = +1.3 V vs FcCp*2 in 2, where the overall 

charge of the dimer is expressed in parentheses. The two one-electron oxidations are 
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porphyrin based and are observed in 2 at E1/2(+1/0) = +0.81 and E1/2(+2/+1) = +1.1 V vs 

FcCp*2. Here the overall charge of the porphyrin is expressed in parentheses. 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Cyclic voltamograms (scan rate of 100 mV/sec) of ZnTPPpy (top), 2sym (middle), 
and 2 (bottom) with butyronitrile solvent, 0.1 M TBAPF6 supporting electrolyte. Potentials are 
referenced to an external reference (FcCp*2). 

 

 As the applied potential is swept negative, two single-electron reduction waves are 

observed for 2 at E1/2  = -0.72 and –1.10 V vs FcCp*2. Analogous reductions are observed for 

2sym at E1/2 = -0.69 and –1.10 V vs FcCp*
2. These reductions are ruthenium metal-based, 

corresponding formally to Ru3
III,III,II-pz-Ru3

III,III,II/Ru3
III,III,II-pz-Ru3

III,II,II (0/–1) and Ru3
III,III,II-pz-

Ru3
III,II,II/Ru3

III,II,II-pz-Ru3
III,II,II (–1/–2).8,9 As the potential is swept to more negative potentials, 2 

displays two quasi-reversible single-electron reductions, which correspond to reduction 

features observed in ZnTPPpy. These porphyrin reductions agree with the literature and 

correspond to ZnTPPpy (0/–1) and (–1/–2).15 The shift to more positive potentials for the 

second porphyrin reduction feature is consistent with the coordinated ZnTPPpy donating 

electron density onto the Ru3O dimer.  
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Figure 3.5 Cyclic voltamograms (scan rate of 100 mV/sec) showing the first two reductions 
of 1 (top), 2 (middle), and 3 (bottom) in butyronitrile solvent, and 0.1 M TBAPF6 supporting 
electrolyte. Potentials are referenced to an external reference (FcCp*2). ΔE is the difference 
between the half-wave potentials for the two one-electron reduction waves corresponding to 
the redox processes: Ru3

III,III,II-pz-Ru3
III,III,II/Ru3

III,III,II-pz-Ru3
III,II,II (0/–1) and Ru3

III,III,II-pz-
Ru3

III,II,II/Ru3
III,II,II-pz-Ru3

III,II,II (–1/–2). 

 

 The first two reductions across the dyad series 1 – 3 (Figure 3.5) show variation in 

both onset potential of the first reduction process and splitting observed between the first 

and second reductions. As the pyridyl ligand is changed from an electron-donating dmap (1) 

to an unsubstituted pyridine (2) to the electron-withdrawing cpy (3), the Ru3O cluster d-

electron levels are lowered and the energy of the first Ru3O based reduction E1/2(0/–1) 

increases 3 < 2 < 1 (Table 3.1). The magnitude of the splitting between the single-electron 

(0/–1) and (–1/–2) reduction waves, ∆E, allows for estimation of their stability arising from 

electron delocalization in the mixed-valence state through the comproportionation constant 

(Kc).16,17 In the case of 1, ∆E = 460 mV and Kc = exp(∆EF/RT) = 1.1 x 107 for the 

comproportionation equilibrium expression shown below. It is useful to consider Kc as a 

stability constant arising from electronic delocalization in the –1 relative to the neutral and –2 
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oxidation states. Kc decreases by more than a two orders of magnitude (Table 3.1) and the 

mixed-valence species increases in stability, as determined by ∆E (∝ lnKc), from 3– < 2– < 1–. 

To the extent that ∆E values reflect the magnitude of the electronic coupling, HAB, it is clear 

that HAB can be moderated over a large range by relatively simple ligand substitution, a 

concept explored previously in the literature.16,17 This range of ∆E and its correlation to HAB 

has been previously described for the symmetric dimers and the trends are consistent with 

that for dyads 1 – 3.8,9  

 

Ru3
III,III,II-pz-Ru3

III,III,II + Ru3
III,II,II-pz-Ru3

III,II,II ⇌ 2 [Ru3
III,III,II-pz-Ru3

III,II,II]– 

 

Table 3.1 Electrochemical Data for [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)](µ-pz)[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-
CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)] (1 – 3). Cyclic voltammograms recorded in 0.1 M TBAPF6 in butyronitrile. 
Potentials are referenced versus FcCp*2.  

 L E1/2(0/–1) E1/2(–1/–2) ΔE (mV) Kc 

1 dmap –0.74 –1.2 460 6.0 x 107 

2 py –0.72 –1.1 380 2.7 x 106 

3 cpy –0.69 –1.0 310 1.8 x 105 

 

 The mixed-valence species can be prepared by chemical reduction and intervalence 

charge-transfer (IVCT) bands are observed in the electronic absorption spectra (Figure 3.6). 

The neutral species of 2 exhibits no absorbance in the NIR region. Upon reduction to the –1 

state, two broad bands appear at λ > 800 nm. These IVCT transitions have been previously 

described in the symmetric, pyridyl dimers under the BCS semi-classical three-state model, 

which includes both Ru3O redox center states and a state for the bridging ligand.18,19 

Applying the BCS model to electronically coupled donor-bridge-acceptor assemblies results 

in three adiabatic potential energy surfaces: ground and excited-state surfaces involving the 

two metal (Ru3O) units and an excited state involving the bridge. When the bridging ligand 
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state is higher in energy than the two metal-based states, the low-energy transition is metal-

to-metal charge-transfer (MMCT) in character and the high-energy transition is assigned to 

metal-bridging ligand charge-transfer (MBCT). Previous studies on the symmetric dimers 

have led to the conclusion that the bridging ligand π* energy level is higher than the d-

orbitals involved in the singly reduced state, thus the lowest-energy IVCT band of 1– – 3– 

(Figure 3.7), observed at ca. 7300-8200 cm-1, is assigned to MMCT, and the higher energy 

band at 10,000-11,000 cm-1 is assigned to MBCT. Spectral deconvolution allowed each 

band to be fit by one Gaussian in order to extract energies for the observed metal-based 

electronic transitions.20,21 The energies (!!"#/cm-1), molar absorptivity (!!"#/M-1cm-1), and full 

width of the band at half height (∆!!/!/cm-1) of the high- and low-energy bands in butyronitrile 

at 298 K for 1– – 3– are given in Table 3.2. These values are well correlated to the peak 

energies of previously reported IVCT transitions of analogous systems.  
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Figure 3.6 NIR spectra for 2 in the neutral (n = 0, dashed) and 1-electron reduced (n = –1, 
solid) states in butyronitrile. 2– was generated by the addition of stoichiometric addition of 
KC8, a chemical reducing agent. The two peaks visible in the singly-reduced state are 
identified as metal-to-metal (low energy) and metal-to-bridge (high energy) in accordance 
with the BCS semi-classical three-state model of mixed-valency. 

 

 Within the three-state model both MMCT and MBCT transitions increase in intensity 

with increasing electronic coupling in the Class II regime.18 As electronic communication 

increases, the minima of the lowest three-state adiabatic potential energy surface shift 

towards one another (approaching a delocalized, single minimum) causing the MMCT band 

maximum to decrease in energy and the MBCT transition to increases in energy. From 1– to 

3– there is a gradual decrease in electronic communication, as the more electron donating-

ligand (dmap) increases electronic interaction between the two coupled Ru3O units in the 

mixed-valence state and the electron-withdrawing ligand (cpy) decreases Ru3O 

communication. Figure 3.7 shows the diverging MMCT and MBCT bands, as the ancillary 

ligand transitions from cpy to py to dmap. As predicted by the three-state model, wherein 

the magnitude of metal-to-bridge electronic coupling affects the lowest and highest 
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adiabatic surfaces in opposite directions, energy shifts observed in the MBCT transition are 

greater than those for the MMCT transition.18 Concomitantly, the band intensities decrease 

from 1– to 3– and the bands broaden significantly, reflected in the band half-width values 

(Table 3.2). The trend in stability of the mixed-valence species as determined by ∆E are 

consistent with the characterization of the IVCT bands resulting from a single electron 

reduction; the progression from most to least delocalized mixed-valence, asymmetric 

porphyrin dyad ion follows as 1– > 2– > 3–. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Difference spectra of the NIR absorbance for singly-reduced 1– – 3– in 
butyronitrile. Single electron reduction was achieved by the stoichiometric addition of KC8, a 
chemical reducing agent. To more easily fit the bands and remove absorbance of the 
porphyrin Q-bands, the neutral spectral was subtracted from the minus-one spectra (same 
concentration). The intensity of the IVCT transitions correlate to the electronic 
communication across the molecule in the mixed-valence state. 
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Table 3.2 Summary of Electronic Spectral Data for the IVCT band of the mixed valence (–1) 
state of 1 – 3 in butyronitrile. Spectral deconvolution of the NIR spectra of 1– – 3– were 
carried out using IGOR Pro’s Multipeak Fit 2. In all cases, the NIR region was fit to two 
Gaussians.   

  MMCT MBCT 

 L νmax 
(cm-1) 

εmax 
(M-1cm-1) 

Δν1/2 
(cm-1) 

νmax 
(cm-1) 

εmax 
(M-1 cm-1) 

Δν1/2 
(cm-1) 

1 dmap 7080 9550 3600 11500 14800 4020 
2 py 7100 8980 3680 11400 11800 4220 
3 cpy 7120 4580 2980 10700 7530 4770 

 

 The vibrational spectra of 1n – 3 n were obtained from chemically reduced species. 

Stoichiometric amounts of reducing agents KC8 and CoCp*2 were used to prepare singly (n = 

–1) and doubly (n = –2) reduced states of 1 – 3, characterized by observing the CO stretching 

frequency diagnostic of the electron density on each Ru3O cluster. In the isolated (n = 0) 

state, 2 exhibits a single ν(CO) band at 1939 cm-1 (Figure 3.8). This peak displays the 

identical local environments and large separation of the normal modes associated with the 

stretching frequency of the CO ligands on each Ru3
III,III,II cluster. The doubly reduced species 

also gives rise to a single ν(CO) band at 1893 cm-1, reflecting identical redox states at each 

Ru3
III,II,II cluster.  The ~50 cm-1 shift in the ν(CO) is due to increased π-backbonding to the CO 

ligand, resulting from increased electron density on the Ru3
III,II,II cluster.22,23 The singly 

reduced form 2– displays a broad absorption band at the average of the bands observed in 

the isolated and doubly reduced states (ca. 1918 cm-1).  
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Figure 3.8 Infrared spectra for (1 – 3)n  for n = 0 (- - -), –1 (—), –2 (• • •) in butyronitrile. 
Chemical reduction was achieved with KC8 and decamethylcobaltocene.  

 

 Comparison of the IR spectra in the ν(CO) region of the –1 states of 1 – 3 show the 

differences in spectral characteristics that arise from electronic interactions. The mixed-

valence state shows clear evidence of strong electronic coupling in their electrochemistry 

and optical spectra. The degree of coalescence of the IR spectra depends on the degree of 

electronic coupling between the pyrazine-linked Ru3O clusters (Figure 3.8). As electronic 

coupling decreases from 1 to 3, two distinct ν(CO) bands at 1935 and 1906 cm-1 become 

resolved for 3. Dyad 2, with an intermediate value of electronic coupling, shows an 

intermediate degree of spectral coalescence in the singly reduced state. These trends are 

consistent with electrochemical and electronic absorption data for 1 – 3, and are also 

consistent with extensive studies of effects on coalescence from synthetic and 

environmental alterations.1,2 The observed variation in the line shapes representing the 

Ru3
III,III,II and Ru3

III,II,II oxidation states allow us to observe a dynamic process estimated to be 

occurring on a timescale shorter than 10 ps. 

 

3.3 Photoinduced mixed-valency  

 Both electron and energy transfer processes can occur following porphyrin 

photoexcitation.24 Although intramolecular energy transfer may occur between photoexcited 
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ZnTPPpy* and the adjacent Ru3O cluster (Figure 3.2, 3.3), analysis of possible Förster energy 

transfer on analogous systems showed disagreement between theoretical rates of energy 

transfer and experimentally measured ultrafast fluorescence quenching rates (see also 

Chapter 2).25 This suggests energy transfer cannot be the exclusive mechanism responsible 

for the observed porphyrin fluorescence quenching in Ru3O coordinated systems. 

 A photoinduced electron transfer would proceed as an oxidative quenching reaction 

to produce a porphyrin cation ZnTPPpy+ and reduced Ru3O dimer. The free energy for 

electron transfer from the excited state of the Zn porphyrin to the Ru3O–pz–Ru3O dimer can 

be determined using equation 2  

∆!!"#! = !! !!!"/!° − !!/!!"#° − !!! − ! !!
!!!!!!!

            (2) 26 

Here !!!"/!°
 and !!/!!"#°  are the half-wave potentials for the donor oxidation and acceptor 

reduction, and !!! is the excited state energy. The stabilization energy due to Coulombic 

attraction in the resulting ion pair term ( !!
!!!!!!!

) for these experiments is approximated to be 

0.1 eV (!! is the permittivity in vacuum, !!"#$%&'(#%()* = 20.7 and RDA = 6.4 Å center-to-center 

distance, approximated from previously published crystallographic data).7,27 Using the 

oxidation potential of ZnTPPpy (!!!"/!°  ca. 0.8 V vs FcCp*2 in butyronitrile), identified as the 

second oxidation of the dyad (Figures 3.4 and 3.5) and the potential of the first metal-based 

reduction (Table 3.1), the thermodynamic driving force for an intramolecular charge 

separation from the first singlet excited state of ZnTPPpy to [Ru3O–pz–Ru3O] in 1 – 3 are 

presented in Table 3.3. In all cases, ∆!!"#!  is sufficiently negative and, therefore, possible 

intramolecular electron transfer from excited state ZnTPPpy* to the Ru3O–pz–Ru3O dimer 

was investigated. 
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Table 3.3 Free energy for electron transfer from an excited donor, ∆!!"#! , results in 
butyronitrile at 25˚C. Porphyrin donor oxidation and metal-cluster acceptor reduction 
potential were determined electrochemically by half-wave potentials for the corresponding 
redox processes of 1 – 3 (Figure 3.4 and 3.5), reported versus FcCp*2. E00 was determined 
from the average of the lowest energy electronic transition (λabs = 606 nm) and highest 
energy emission transition (λem = 610 nm). The free energy required to generate the ion pair 
was determined by −∆!!"#!  (eq. 3).  

 

 L !!!"/!°  
(V) 

!!/!!"#°  
(V) 

E00 (eV) ∆!!"!  (eV) ∆!!"#!  
(eV) 

∆!!"#!  
(eV) 

1 dmap 0.82 -0.74 2.0 1.6 -0.54 -1.6 

2 py 0.81 -0.72 2.0 1.5 -0.57 -1.5 

3 cpy 0.80 -0.69 2.0 1.5 -0.62 -1.5 

 

 The corresponding back electron transfer is given by equation 3: 

∆!!"#! = !! !!/!!"#° − !!!"/!° + ! !!
!!!!!!!

     (3) 26 

The resulting free energy of back electron transfer is significantly more negative than the 

forward electron transfer (Table 3.3), therefore in order to observe the desired singly reduced 

[Ru3O–pz–Ru3O]– species the back electron transfer must be inhibited. Using a sacrificial 

donor, the back-electron transfer process following photoinduced electron transfer is 

predicted to be slowed through regeneration of the neutral ZnTPPpy. 1-Benzyl-1,4-

dihydronicotinamide (BNAH) was chosen as a sacrificial donor for the purpose of porphyrin 

cation reduction following a proposed intramolecular electron transfer event. BNAH has an 

oxidation potential of 220 mV vs Fc/Fc+.28 

 A solution of a 50 µM complex, 0.5 mM BNAH, and 0.1 M TBAH in butyronitrile was 

prepared in a N2 atmosphere glove box, with care to minimize any light exposure prior to the 

experiment. The sample cell was sealed and an initial (pre-exposed) UV-vis-NIR spectra was 

collected. The cell was then exposed to 568 nm light (65 mW), with stirring, and spectra were 

collected at minute intervals for 50 minutes in total. Figure 3.9 shows the NIR absorption of 2 
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following photolysis (1 and 3 can be found in the Supporting information of reference 1). 

After 1.5 min of continuous photolysis absorbance at λ > 668 nm (< 14970 cm-1) becomes 

non-zero (ε = 480 M-1cm-1). During the course of the experiment, this absorbance evolves 

into two well-defined peaks (νmax/cm-1 = 7270 and 11300).  

 

 

Figure 3.9 Difference NIR absorbance of 50 µM 2 in butyronitrile solvent with 0.1 M TBAH 
and 0.50 mM sacrificial donor (BNAH) following photolysis with 568 nm light.  

 

 The observation of two IVCT bands in the NIR confirms the generation of the singly 

reduced mixed-valence dimer following photoexcitation of the coordinated zinc porphyrin. 

These IVCT transitions are identified as MBCT (high energy) and MMCT (low energy), and 

their peak location and intensities reflect the strong electronic coupling resulting from 

electronic coupling across the dimer. The observation of a strongly-coupled mixed-valence 

state following a photoinduced intramolecular electron transfer event served as a proof-of-

concept for future measurements of the delocalization dynamics following a photodriven 

reductive processes. 
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3.4 Conclusion 

 Through full characterization of the vibrational and electronic dynamics of neutral 

and singly reduced species, the asymmetric porphyrin-coordinated dyads display trends 

resulting from electronic coupling analogous to the symmetric pyridine derivatives but 

function as a photo-responsive homologue to our previously-explored mixed-valence 

library.29,30 Following confirmation of the ability to generate the strongly coupled mixed-

valence ion through photoexcitation, we were inspired to investigate the dynamics of 

delocalization using ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy. The first femtosecond transient 

absorption spectroscopy studies of charge-transfer states generated by light excitation in 

the symmetric Ru3O–pz–Ru3O dimers and dyads 1 – 3 are presented in the following chapter. 

 

3.5 Experimental 

 General methods. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a JEOL 500 MHz 

spectrometer. Elemental analysis was performed by Numega Resonance Laboratories, San 

Diego, CA. Automated column chromatography was carried out on a CombiFlash Rf200 

(Teledyne Isco, 40g silica column, 0-5% methanol in chloroform). All chemicals and solvents 

for synthesis were obtained from Fisher Scientific and used as received. Tetra-n-

butylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) was received from Sigma Aldrich, 

recrystallized from absolute ethanol and dried under vacuum at 100˚C for 24 h. 

Decamethylcobaltocene (CoCp*2) and decamethylferrocene (FcCp*2) were used as received 

from Sigma Aldrich. Potassium graphite (KC8) was prepared as previously reported.31 Air-

sensitive reactions were carried out under a N2 inert atmosphere in distilled butyronitrile 

stored over 3Å molecular sieves. 1-Benzyl-1,4-dihydronicotinamide (BNAH) was purchased 

from TCI and used as received.  

 Absorption and emission spectroscopy. UV-vis-NIR spectra were collected with a 

Shimadzu UV 3600, and IR spectra were collected on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet 6700 FTIR. 
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Steady-state fluorescence emission spectra were measured on a Perkin Elmer LS-45. During 

emission measurements the optical density was kept below 0.1 at the excitation wavelength. 

KC8 and CoCp*2 were added stoichiometrically to generate the singly and doubly reduced 

species. Samples were contained in Specac sealed liquid IR cells with CaF2 windows and a 

path length of 1.00 mm.  Spectral deconvoltion of NIR spectra was carried out in IGORpro.  

 Electrochemical measurements. Cyclic voltammetry was performed using a BASi 

Epsilon voltammetric analyzer with a scan rate of 100 mV/s. A 3 mm glassy carbon electrode 

was used as the working electrode. The counter electrode was a platinum wire, and the 

reference electrode was a Ag/AgCl wire. Electrochemical solutions were prepared as 3 mM 

solution of complex in 0.1 M TBAPF6 butyronitrile electrolyte solution degassed with N2. 

FcCp*2 was used as an internal reference for each sample (FcCp*2
+/0 = -0.125 V vs. SCE in 

acetonitrile).32 

 Preparation of porphyrin coordinated, pyrazine-bridged dyads. The synthesis of 

[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(py)]2(µ-pz) (2sym), 5-(4-pyridyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin (TPPpy) 

and zinc (II) 5-(4-pyridyl)-10,15,20-triphenylporphyrin (ZnTPPpy) have been reported 

previously.6-10 The freebase asymmetric porphyrin was attached to the 

Ru3O(CH3CO2)6(CO)(S)2 (where S = solvent) cluster, whose synthesis has also been 

previously described.11 Zinc insertion was achieved following porphyrin coordination to the 

ruthenium cluster.12 The asymmetric dyads were synthesized by reacting equimolar 

quantities of the monoporphyrin-substituted cluster Ru3O(CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)(S) (ii) and 

Ru3O(CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)(pz) (where L = dmap, py, or cpy), whose synthesis has been 

previously described.8,9 

 Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(TPPpy)(S) (i). A reaction mixture of 0.8 equivalents 

TPPpy (147 mg, 0.22 mmol) dissolved in 50 mL chloroform slowly added to 1 equivalent of 

Ru3O(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(S)2 (200 mg, 0.27 mmol) in 50 mL methanol was stirred at room 

temperature for two days in the dark. The solution was evaporated to dryness and the mono-
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substituted product was purified on an automated column chromatograph. Typical yield 

60%. Elemental analysis calculated for C56H47N5O14Ru3•3 2CH2Cl2: C 47.81; H, 3.49; N, 4.85. 

Found: C, 47.48; H, 3.96; N, 5.24. 1H-NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 9.67 (d, J = 5.9 Hz, 2H, 2,6-

pyridyl), 9.31 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 9.03 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 8.95 (d, J = 5.9 

Hz, 2H, 3,5-pyridyl), 8.90 (s, 4H, ß-pyrrole), 8.24 (d, J = 6.9 Hz, 6H, o-phenyl), 7.83-7.74 (m, 

9H, m- and p-phenyl), 2.33 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.25 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.09 (s, 6H, 

acetates CH3), -2.69 (s, 2H, internal pyrrole). ν(CO) (butyronitrile): 1939 cm-1. UV-vis 

(butyronitrile): λmax/nm = 417, 514, 551, 590, 647. 

 Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)[(ZnTPPpy)(S) (ii). A solution of (i) (100 mg, 0.075 mmol) 

dissolved in 50 mL chloroform was added to 2 equivalents of zinc acetate (33 mg, 0.15 

mmol) dissolved in < 5 mL methanol. This mixture was headed at reflux for 30 minutes, 

allowed to cool, and dried. Full zinc insertion was determined by NMR prior to further 

purification. The product was purified using automated column chromatography on silica 

treated with 5% TEA. Typical yield 80%. Elemental analysis calculated for C56 H45 N5 O14 Ru3 

Zn•CH2Cl2•2CH3OH: C, 46.33; H, 3.62; N, 4.58. Found: C, 46.01; H, 3.91; N, 4.72. 1H NMR 

(500 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 9.67 (d, J = 5.8 Hz, 2H, 2,6-pyridyl), 9.39 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 

9.11 (d, J = 4.6 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 9.00-8.93 (m, 6H, ß-pyrrole, 3,5-pyridyl), 8.23-8.21 (m, 6H, 

o-phenyl), 7.78-7.73 (m, 9H, m- and p-phenyl), 2.31 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.20 (s, 6H, 

acetates CH3), 2.03 (s, 6H, acetates CH3). ν(CO) (butyronitrile): 1939 cm-1. UV/vis 

(butyronitrile): λmax/nm = 425, 558, 602. 

 [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)](µ-pz)[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(dmap)] 

(1). Equimolar amounts of (ii) (75 mg, 0.054 mmol) and Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(dmap)(pz) 

(48 mg, 0.054 mmol) were allowed to react in the dark for 2 days at room temperature. The 

solution was evaporated to dryness, filtered, and the porphyrin-coordinated dyad was 

separated from the monomer by gel filtration (Bio-Beads SX-1 in CHCl3). Typical yield: 20%. 

Elemental analysis: Calcd for Ru6C80H77N9O28Zn: C, 42.06; H, 3.40; N, 5.52. Found: C, 42.04; 
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H, 3.37; N, 5.62. 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ: 9.48 (d, J = 6.3 Hz, 2H, 2,6-pyridyl), 9.40 (d, J 

= 4.6 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 9.35 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 2H, pz), 9.29 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 2H, pz), 9.13 (d, J = 

4.6 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 9.00 (s, 4H, ß-pyrrole), 8.98-8.92 (m, 4H, 3,5-pyridyl, 2,6-dmap), 8.27-

8.24 (6H, m, o-phenyl), 7.82-7.76 (m, 9H, m- and p-phenyl), 7.24 (d, J = 7 Hz, 2H, 3,5-dmap), 

3.34 (s, 6H, dmap methyl) 2.33 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.32 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.23 (s, 6H, 

acetates CH3), 2.16 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.11 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 1.97 (s, 6H, acetates 

CH3). ν(CO) (butyronitrile): 1939 cm-1. UV-Vis (butyronitrile): λmax/nm (ε x103 M-1 cm-1) = 424 

(530), 558 (41), 604 (32).  

 [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)](µ-pz)[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(py)] (2). 

The same procedure for making 1 was employed for making 2 using Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-

CH3CO2)6(CO)(py)(pz) (46 mg, 0.054 mmol). Typical Yield: 15%. Elemental analysis: Calcd for 

Ru6C78H72N8O28Zn: C, 41.80; H, 3.24; N, 5.00. Found: C, 41.85; H, 3.60; N, 4.80. 1H NMR (500 

MHZ, CDCl3) δ: 9.47 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, 2,6-pyridyl), 9.40 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 9.23 

(s, 4H, pz), 9.13 (d, J = 4.8 Hz, 2H, ß-pyrrole), 9.01 (s, 4H, ß-pyrrole), 8.99-8.93 (m, 4H, 3,5-

pyridyl, 2,6-py), 8.27-8.16 (m, 7H, o-phenyl and 4-py), 8.06 (m, 2H, 3,5-py), 7.81-7.77 (m, 9H, 

m- and p-phenyl), 2.32 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.31 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.27 (s, 6H, acetates 

CH3), 2.16 (s, 12H, acetates CH3), 2.02 (s, 6H acetates CH3). ν(CO) (butyronitrile): 1939 cm-1. 

UV/vis (butyronitrile): λmax/nm (ε x103 M-1 cm-1) =  428 (470), 562 (30), 606 (21). 

 [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(ZnTPPpy)](µ-pz)[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(cpy)] (3). 

The same procedure for making 1 was employed for making 3 using Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-

CH3CO2)6(CO)(cpy)(pz) (47 mg, 0.054 mmol). Typical Yield: 10 %. Elemental analysis: Calcd 

for Ru6C79H71N9O28Zn•CHCl3: C, 40.28; H, 3.04; N, 5.28. Found: C, 40.43; H, 3.05; N 5.54. 1H 

NMR (500 MHZ, CDCl3) δ: 9.45 (d, J = 5.6 Hz, 2H, 2,6-pyridyl), 9.39 (d, J = 4.7 Hz, 2H, ß-

pyrrole), 9.29 (d, J = 4.2 Hz, 2H, pz), 9.15-9.12 (m, 4H, ß-pyrrole and pz), 8.98 (s, 4H, ß-

pyrrole), 8.93 (d, J = 6.5 Hz, 2H, 3,5-pyridyl), 8.76 (d, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H, 2,6-cpy), 8.27-8.23 (m, 

8H, o-phenyl and 3,5-cpy), 7.81-7.77 (m, J = 6.2 Hz, 9H, m- and p-phenyl), 2.32 (s, 6H, 
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acetates CH3), 2.31 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.27 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.18 (s, 6H, acetates 

CH3), 2.16 (s, 6H, acetates CH3), 2.05 (s, 6H, acetates CH3). ν(CO) (butyronitrile): 1941 cm-1. 

UV/vis (butyronitrile): λmax/nm (ε x103 M-1 cm-1) = 425 (430), 560 (31), 605 (25).  

 Continuous photolysis. Samples were prepared under a N2 atmosphere. A 1 cm x 1 

cm quartz cuvette (Spectrocell, P/N RF-4010-T) containing a mico-stirbar (Starna, P/N MSB-

6X1.5) was prepared carefully to prevent light exposure prior to photolysis. A 2 mL solution 

of 50 µM complex in butyronitrile was filtered directly into the cuvette. 250 µL of a filtered 

solution of 5 mM BNAH and 1 M TBAH in butyronitrile was added and the cuvette was 

quickly sealed. Photolysis was performed using the 568.2 nm line from a Coherent Innova 

70C Ar+/Kr+ laser. The 65 mW beam was defocused to fully illuminate the 5 x 1 cm cross 

sectional area of the cuvette. Samples were irradiated for 50 minutes with constant stirring.  
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Chapter 4 

Ultrafast electron transfer in Ru3O dimers and 

porphyrin-coordinated dyads 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 In collaboration with Prof. Leif Hammarström and Dr. Jonas Petersson the first effort 

to study the formation and dynamics of the triruthenium cluster (Ru3O) pyrazine-bridged 

dimer mixed-valence state are presented here.1 These experiments were inspired to gain an 

understanding of the mechanisms and rates involved in the electron – nuclear coupling 

relaxation processes associated with delocalization. We utilized femtosecond (fs) transient 

absorption spectroscopy to study charge transfer states generated by light excitation in 

dyads 1 – 3, introduced in Chapter 3 (Figure 3.1).2 The IVCT absorptions provide evidence of 

strong electronic coupling in the singly reduced mixed-valence dyads and are observed in 

the near-IR region; the metal-to-bridge charge transfer (MBCT) absorbance maximum occurs 

at ca. 900 nm, with an extinction coefficient > 7×103 M-1cm-1
.
2 Despite our aim to capture the 

formation and dynamics of the IVCT transitions of 1 – 3, we were unable to collect high 

quality data in the near-IR region during the fs transient absorption experiments. Fortunately, 

the visible region provides important evidence for excited state electron transfer (ET) and is 

ideal for observing oxidized porphyrin populations, a requirement for the formation of a 

delocalized charge separated state.  
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4.2 Free energies of electron transfer 

 Figure 4.1 shows the energy levels of the different states in the porphyrin-

coordinated Ru3O dimer dyads (L = 4-dimethylaminopyridine (dmap), 1; pyridine (py), 2; 4-

cyanopyrinde (cpy), 3). The term “charge separated” (CS) refers to any state wherein there is 

an oxidized porphyrin (ZnTPPpy+) and reduced dimer ([Ru3O]2–). The energies of the CS 

states are calculated from the oxidation and reduction potentials of the respective porphyrin 

and Ru3O dimer of each dyad, shown in Table 4.1. The CS state in Figure 4.1 includes the 

charge localized [Ru3III,III,II − pz − Ru3III,II,II]– and charge delocalized [Ru3III,II,II
1
2 − pz − Ru3III,II,II

1
2]– 

scenarios. Since the effect of electronic coupling is included in the potentials obtained from 

cyclic voltammetry, the initially produced CS state might be higher in energy than the CS 

state by ca. 0.20 eV. The !!! energy for the S2 and S1 states of ZnTPPpy are 2.9 and 2.0 eV 

respectively, providing sufficient energy for forward electron transfer (FET) to the Ru3O dimer 

to occur from both excited states.2,3 The porphyrin T1 state, 1.6 eV,4 is higher in energy than 

the CS state, predicting back electron transfer (BET) from the relaxed CS state to be 

thermodynamically unfavorable. The energy of the Ru3O cluster 1MLCT state can be 

estimated from the stimulated emission around 655 nm in the transient absorption 

experiments (see below) to ca. 2.0 eV. The 3MLCT state of a related compound is reported to 

be 1.48 eV based on the phosphorescence.5 In addition to the CS state, there is another 

charge separated state (CS2) consisting of a reduced porphyrin (ZnTPPpy–) and an oxidized 

ruthenium dimer ([Ru3O]2+). The CS2 state is not expected to be an important pathway 

following photoexcitation to the porphyrin S1, but may provide an additional relaxation 

pathway following photoexcitation to the S2 state.  
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Figure 4.1 Energy levels of the involved states in the porphyrin (ZnTPPpy) coordinated 
ruthenium dimer ([Ru3O]2) dyads. Vibrational levels of the ground state are purely schematic. 
Arrows denote possible reaction pathways, solid lines imply electron transfer and dashed 
lines imply relaxation (vibrational relaxation, internal conversion, intersystem crossing) or 
energy transfer. The exact position of each charge separated state depends on the ancillary 
ligand (dmap, py, and cpy) of the Ru3O dimer. 
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Table 4.1. Electrochemical and thermodynamic properties of 1 – 3a 

  [Ru3O]2 ZnTPPpy CSb CS2b ET (S1 → CS) 

 L 
E1/2(0/+1) E1/2(0/-1) E1/2(0/+1) E1/2(0/-1) ∆!!"!  ∆!!"!  ∆!!"#! c ∆!!"#!  

 (V) (V) (V) (V) (eV) (eV) (eV) (eV) 
1 dmap 0.55 -0.74 0.82 -1.41 1.45 1.85 -0.59 -1.45 
2 py 0.57 -0.72 0.81 -1.41 1.42 1.87 -0.62 -1.42 
3 cpy 0.57 -0.69 0.80 -1.48 1.38 1.94 -0.66 -1.38 

a Potentials are vs FcCp*2, obtained from Henderson et al. ref. 2. 
b Ion pair energy obtained as: ∆!!"! = ! !!!"/!! − !!/!!"#

! − !!
!!!!!!!

, with !!"#$%&'(#%()* = 20.7 
and ! = 6.4 Å.2,6,7 
c ∆!!"#! = ∆!!"! − !!!, with !!!(!!) = 2.04 eV. 2 
 

4.3 Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy results 

4.3.1 ZnTPPpy and [Ru3O]2 dimer references 

 The ground state spectrum of ZnTPPpy (Figure 4.2) shows a sharp peak at 425 nm 

(Soret-band) due to S2 ← S0 excitation, and two weaker bands at 562 nm and 606 nm (Q-

bands) due to S1,v=1 ← S0 and S1,v=0 ← S0 excitation (v=1 and v=0 denote the two lowest 

vibrational levels of the S1 state). The transient absorption results of ZnTPP (a reference for 

ZnTPPpy) in butyronitrile are shown in Figure 4.3. The ∆A spectra are characteristic of the 

well-studied excited states of porphyrins. The oxidized porphyrin, ZnTPP+, has similar 

features (dashed line of Figure 4.3) in additional to a very sharp peak at 410 nm.8,9 This peak 

might be somewhat perturbed for ZnTPPpy in 1 – 3 but should still be clearly seen as a 

positive feature on top of the other ∆A spectra.9,10 Reported lifetimes of the S1 and T1 excited 

states in ZnTPP are ca. 2.2 ns and 4.6 ms respectively.11,12,13,14 The S2 excited state lifetime of 

ZnTPP in n-butyronitrile was measured to be 2.1 (±0.2) ps. These properties are in good 

agreement with reports of ZnTPP in other solvents.10,11,12,15  
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Figure 4.2 Ground state absorbance spectra of ZnTPPpy, the symmetric L = L’ = cpy dimer, 
and L = cpy, L’= ZnTPPpy dyad 3. The Soret region of the porphyrin are shown in dashed 
lines, scaled by 1/20. 
 

 
Figure 4.3 Transient absorption spectra of ZnTPP (in butyronitrile) excited at 600 nm. Also 
included is the ZnTPP+ reference (in acetonitrile), scaled to the Q10 band bleach. 
 

 Figure 4.2 also shows the [Ru3O]2 dimer absorbs over the entire visible region, 

therefore exclusive porphyrin excitation is inhibited. Spectra of the symmetric dimer [Ru3(µ3-

O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)]2(µ-pz), L=dmap (no porphyrin), excited at 600 nm are shown in Figure 

4.4. The main feature is an initial bleach of the ground state, accompanied by a negative 

signal peaking at ca. 650 nm. The negative peak is red shifted of the lowest energy peak of 
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the ground state absorption spectra. We attribute the negative signal to stimulated emission 

from the 1MLCT state. The low energy peak decays with a ! = 0.16 (±0.1) ps time constant. 

This is the first measurement of excited state decay in the Ru3O dimers and the lifetime is 

similar to the 1MLCT state of Ru(II)-polypyridine complexes such as [Ru(bipyridine)3]2+.16,17,18 

With the same 0.16 ps time constant, positive features at ! < 520 nm are formed which 

decay on a slower time scale, ! = 2.0 (±0.3) ps. These processes are tentatively assigned to 

1MLCT → 3MLCT → GS. In addition to MLCT state decay there is a third, slower component 

(! ≈ 15 ps) with spectral features matching a ca. 500 cm-1 shift of the ground state spectrum. 

This decay component is attributed to vibrational relaxation of the ground state.1 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Transient absorption spectra of the symmetric L = L’ = dmap dimer (in 
butyronitrile) excited at 600 nm. 
 

4.3.2 Ru3O MLCT excitation of dyad (1 and 3) 

 Excitation of the Ru3O dimer sub-unit of the dyad (λexc = 700 nm) is shown in Figure 

4.5. While the initial 3MLCT state decays, an unrelaxed19 ground state (S0
v) of the porphyrin 

grows in. An unrelaxed ground state is characterized by a ground state spectrum shifted to 

lower energies.20 The difference spectrum for an unrelaxed, hot porphyrin is characterized by 

a strong sharp peak at about 440 nm (red shifted Soret absorbance) and smaller features on 
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the low energy side of the Q-bands, which agree well with the observed spectra in Figure 4.5 

(2 – 20 ps). This also agrees with spectra of unrelaxed ground states identified after ultrafast 

electron transfer reactions in ZnTPPS4-/viologen complexes. 21,22 At this excitation wavelength 

ZnTPPpy shows no absorbance, allowing the unrelaxed porphyrin ground state population to 

be identified as the result of a CS state, formed via hole transfer from the Ru3O unit, which 

then decays with a rate constant larger than its formation. Given a 3MLCT lifetime of 2.0 ps 

for the symmetric dimer and the observed lifetime of 1.5 ps in the dyad, the time constant for 

charge separation can be calculated as !!"  = 6 ps (giving 25% yield of ET). Since the 

characteristic porphyrin cation peak (410 nm) is not observed, the time constant for CR from 

the CS state must be much smaller, !!" < 0.1 ps. Another possible explanation for the 

decreased lifetime and observed unrelaxed porphyrin ground state in 3 would be energy 

transfer to the ZnTPPpy T1 state. However, porphyrin excitation experiments show that the 

T1 state of the dyad has a lifetime of about 100 ps (vide infra), which is too long to be 

consistent with the rapid formation of hot ground states observed under these conditions. 

Similarly, internal conversion and vibrational redistribution can be excluded as pathways for 

the formation of unrelaxed porphyrin ground states; these pathways would require the 

porphyrin vibrations to couple more strongly to the Ru3O cluster electronic transitions than 

the Ru3O vibrations do themselves. The proposed reaction following 1MLCT excitation is 

therefore: 

1MLCT (→ 3MLCT) → CS 
!"#$

 GShot → GS 
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Figure 4.5 Transient absorption spectra of 3 excited at 700 nm (Ru3O MLCT excitation). 
 
 
4.3.3 *ZnTPPpy(S1) excitation of dyad (1 and 3) 

 Figure 4.6 shows spectra for 3 after Q-band excitation (λ = 560 nm) to form the 

ZnTPPpy S1 state. Here the initial spectra show characteristic porphyrin features. A small 

Ru3O dimer bleach is also observed, as the Ru3O dimer also absorbs at the excitation 

wavelength (Figure 4.2). As with the MLCT excitation of 3, a signature of an unrelaxed 

ZnTPPpy ground state (S0
v) grows in with same rate constant as the decay of the initial 

spectrum. The S0
v signals are not as obvious in Figure 4.6 because of the strong porphyrin T1 

features that appear on the same time scale (see below). However, the S0
v states are well 

resolved in the decay- and species-associated spectra found in the supporting information 

(Figure S10).1 The ZnTPPpy T1 state is formed with the same time constant as the S1 decay, 

as seen by the main 450 nm peak shifting towards 470 nm, and parallel to the formation of 

S0
v signals. This T1 state decays on a 100 ps time scale, which is much shorter than the 

lifetime of free ZnTPPpy (ms time scale). Thermodynamically the most likely mechanism for 

T1 decay is via the CS state, as the energy level of the T1 state is about 0.15 eV higher than 

the CS state. The observation of sub-ps recombination to the T1 state implies the FET from 

the S1 state to a vibrationally and/or electronically excited charge separated state (CS*) 
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occurs concurrently with recombination to the ground state. The proposed reaction from the 

S1 state is thus: 

!! !→ !!"∗!!!
!!!!!"#$!!! !"!"# !!!!!!!!!!!!!

!"#$ !! → !"! !"#$
!!!!" 

There is the alternative possibility that the T1 state is formed directly from the S1 state and 

decays directly to the GS by enhanced intersystem crossing induced by the heavy Ru ions 

(spin-orbit coupling). However the strong dependence of both the T1 formation and decay 

rate constants on the remote ligand (cf. 1 and 3, Table 4.2) serves as evidence against this 

mechanism and instead supports the mechanism involving charge separation and 

recombination. The larger driving force for charge separation in 3 is reflected in a shorter T1 

lifetime than in 1, analogous to the increased 3ZnTPP* quenching observed for the more 

thermodynamically favorable bimolecular electron transfer reaction to the L = L’ = cpy dimer 

presented in Chapter 2.23 

 

Figure 4.6 Transient absorption spectra of 3 excited at 560 nm (ZnTPPpy S1 and partial 
Ru3O MLCT excitation). 
 

 No sign of the oxidized porphyrin peak at 410 nm was observed. This peak may be 

perturbed in the dyads so that it is both broader and weaker, making the spectrum of 

ZnTPPpy+ difficult to distinguish from spectra of *ZnTPPpy excited states. The transient 
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spectra of the NIR region also show no sign of the CS state, see Figure 4.7, where the 

reduced Ru3O dimer shows characteristic MBCT absorbance. Moreover, MLCT excitation of 

the Ru3O dimer (3, Figure 4.5) clearly shows the CS state decays with a !!" < 0.1 ps. This 

time constant is expected to be similar for the CS state produced from S1 excitation and 

prevents population growth of the CS state to detectable concentrations. In principle it is 

also possible that the S1 state is deactivated via ET to the CS2 state, although this reaction 

provides minimal driving force (0.1 eV).  

 

 

Figure 4.7 Transient absorption spectra of the dyad 3 excited at 560 nm (ZnTPPpy S1 and 
partial Ru3O MLCT excitation). 
 

 The dmap dyad (1) shows similar behavior as the cpy dyad (3), but with slightly 

different reaction lifetimes (Table 4.2); spectra are shown in Figure 4.8. The greater driving 

force for ET to the CS state determined for dyad 3, as compared to 1, agrees with the slower 

decay observed in 1 and the assignment of the decay process to ET from the S1 state to 

generate the CS state. The T1 results further support deactivation of this state occurs via ET 

to the CS state. The L = py dyad (2) is intermediate to 1 and 3, both in terms of reduction 

potential to generate the mixed-valence state and electronic coupling within this state. Given 
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that neither of the dyads 1 or 3 showed any detectable CS state population, no efforts were 

made to study 2 in this manner. 

 

 

Figure 4.8 Transient absorption spectra of 1 excited at 560 nm (ZnTPPpy S1 and partial 
Ru3O MLCT excitation). 
 

Table 4.2 Time constants of the observed decays 

Sample S1 GShot T1 
τCS (ps) τvib (ps) τCS (ps) 

1 (L=dmap) 0.61 (± 0.16) 15 (± 3) 220 (± 28) 
3 (L=cpy) 0.47 (± 0.17) 15 (± 7) 148 (± 13) 
 

4.3.4 *ZnTPPpy(S2) excitation of dyad (1 and 3) 

 With porphyrin S2 excitation (Figure 4.9), there are three clearly resolved decay 

components in the spectra, which have similar shapes and time constants as those obtained 

with S1 excitation. The most notable difference is the amplitude of the ~440 nm peak, 

assigned to the unrelaxed ZnTPPpy ground state, S0
v. The peak is larger for S2 excitation and 

shifted to slightly longer wavelengths, signifying higher average vibrational energy in the 

ground state (compare decay associate spectra figures S10 and S14, Supporting 

Information).1 Since the rate constants are very similar, the excess vibrational energy 
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suggests that S2 excitation produces an excited charge separated state higher in energy 

than the CS* state produced by S1 excitation.  

 The short decay component, attributed to the decay of the initially excited state, is 

less well-defined for S2 excitation than for S1 excitation. Given the additional reaction 

pathways possible from the S2 state, including ET to the CS2 state and internal conversion to 

the S1 state, we do not attempt to make quantitative comparison between the excited states. 

The proposed reaction scheme is the following: 

!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

→ !! →!!!"2/!"
∗!!
!!!!"#$!!! !"!"# !!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!"#$ !! → !"! !"#$
!!!" 

 

 

Figure 4.9 Transient absorption spectra of 3 excited at 440 nm (ZnTPPpy S2 and a small 
fraction of Ru3O MLCT excitation). 
 

4.4 Discussion 

 The reactions following porphyrin S1 and Ru3O MLCT excitation are summarized in 

Figure 4.10. Based on the rapid quenching of the initially produced excited states and the 

formation of a vibrationally unrelaxed ZnTPPpy ground state (S0
v) observed under both 

conditions, it is concluded that the reactions involve the CS state. Due to the fast decay of 

the CS state, this species was never directly observed. Comparison of the rate of charge 
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separation from both S1 and T1 states, as well as the yields and energy of unrelaxed ground 

states, allow the dynamics of delocalization within the mixed-valence [Ru3III,III,II − pz −

Ru3III,II,II]– state to be discussed. The samples also allowed the unusual, direct and indirect 

observation of unrelaxed states in the ET processes.  

 

Figure 4.10 General decay scheme with approximate time constants for the porphyrin-dimer 
dyads. Grey arrows denote processes that are implied but not directly observed. 
 

4.4.1 Mixed-valence dynamics 

 The FET from *ZnTPPpy is dependent on the electron acceptor ability of the Ru3O 

dimer, presumably independent of any delocalization dynamics in the mixed-valence state. 

Upon comparison of the two dyads investigated, we see approximately the same ratio of rate 

constants for the ultrafast S1 reaction and the much slower T1 reaction, k(1)/k(3) ≈ ¾. The 

free energy change for FET (∆!!"#! ) supports the increased rate of decay from both the 

ZnTPPpy S1 and T1 energy levels occurring in the dyad with the more electron withdrawing 

ligand (3). As the Ru3O reduction potential becomes less negative, FET becomes more 

favorable and the lifetimes of the excited states decrease. 
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 In addition to contributing to free energy stabilization of the charge-separated state, 

the variation in ligands (L = dmap in 1 and L = cpy in 3) also affects the electronic coupling 

across the [Ru3O]2. As the coupling within the mixed-valence molecule increases, charge 

recombination with ZnTPPpy+ is expected to occur less readily. Direct comparison of BET 

rate constants in 1 and 3 is prohibited, however we observe a significant difference in yield of 

unrelaxed ZnTPPpy ground state (S0
v) after S1 excitation between the two dyads. This can be 

seen from the raw data (cf. Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.8) and is more obvious in the species-

associated spectra (Supporting information Figures S10 and S12).1 In 3 the ΔA contribution 

from S0
v around 440 nm is approximately equivalent to the initial S1 state at 460 nm, whereas 

in 1 the ∆A contribution from S0
v is less than one-half as intense as the initial S1 state.  

 The BET reactions are exergonic enough to be expected to occur in the Marcus 

inverted region. If the reactions occurred from thermally relaxed CS states, 1 would have a 

slower rate of BET compared to 3, and would also result in a higher vibrational energy of the 

S0
v product state. However, 3 has a higher yield of S0

v than 1 and we conclude that higher 

vibrational levels of the CS state must be involved. This is also shown by the formation of the 

ZnTPPpy T1 state, which is higher in energy than the thermally relaxed CS state. The ultrafast 

BET reaction (! < 0.1 ps) competes with vibrational relaxation in the CS state. Therefore a 

faster BET may conserve a greater amount of the excess vibrational energy to be carried 

over to the ground state. This suggests that BET is slower in 1 than in 3, resulting in a 

smaller population of hot ground states. This is analogous to the Sumi/Marcus model for 

dynamic solvent effects,24 here the ET competes with vibrational relaxation rather than 

solvent dynamics. 

 The slower rate of BET in 1 is further suggested to be the result of delocalization 

across the [Ru3O]2– species of the CS state. The dyad with the more electron donating ligand 

(1) allows for a more electronically coupled mixed-valence state, as observed from the IVCT 

transition energy and intensity, and coalescence of the carbonyl IR peaks.2 The decrease in 
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yield of the S0
v in 1 is therefore predicted to be the result of strong electronic coupling across 

the [Ru3O]2– dimer, leading to weaker coupling for BET compared to 3. If this is correct, it 

would require that at least partial delocalization to form the strongly coupled mixed-valence 

state occurs on the time scale of 100 fs. A higher observed yield of S0
v in 3 might also be a 

result of an initially more energetic S0
v state (a more detailed explanation is given in the 

Supporting Information)2, both of which have the same implication on the rate of BET. 

Although the S0
v absorbance only show signals from hot porphyrin, it is also possible that the 

Ru3O cluster, whose signals are much weaker, accepts vibrational energy in the 

recombination. This does not affect the analysis, as the ratio of hot porphyrin vs. hot Ru3O 

cluster should be the same for both 1 and 3. 

 In this model the excess vibrational energy in the CS state is conserved during BET. 

The vibrational modes on ZnTPPpy that accept the excess energy would either not be 

coupled to the BET process, acting as inert reservoirs, or they would couple to the BET and 

involve higher vibronic channels, i.e. higher vibrational states in both reactants and products. 

We do note that MLCT excitation of the Ru3O dimer also leads to charge separation and the 

formation of unrelaxed ground states, which shows the excess energy of the ZnTPPpy S0
v 

ground state is in modes that couple to either the FET or BET reactions, if not both. 

 The yield of T1 formation is the same for 1 and 3, although the yield of the competing 

reaction to form S0
v is smaller in 1. This can be explained by a larger yield of thermally 

relaxed ground states in 1. As delocalization is expected to decrease the coupling to both 

the ground and T1 states, kinetic competition with the thermally relaxed state result in an 

equivalent T1 yield even if the rate constant for its generation decreases. 

 It was shown in Chapter 3 dyads 1 – 3 form the singly reduced, mixed-valence state 

with continuous photolysis in the presence of a sacrificial donor (1-benzyl-1,4-

dihydronicotinamide, BNAH).2 With the knowledge that the reduced dimer recombines with 

the coordinated ZnTPPpy+ on a <100 fs time scale, it seems kinetically unlikely for BNAH to 
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reduce the oxidized porphyrin. One possible explanation is that the dimer is not reduced by 

the porphyrin to which it is coordinated to, but rather from a (possibly very small amount of) 

free porphyrin, reduced via hole transfer to the sacrificial donor. It is also possible that the 

build up of mixed-valence populations originate from hole transfer from excited Ru3O dimer 

to BNAH. However neither of these reactions have a substantial driving force for the initial 

reduction by BNAH.25,26,27,28 It may also be possible that a small population, too small to be 

detected in the transient absorption spectra, of the initially reduced dimer relaxes to the 

delocalized mixed-valence state, in competition with recombination to the T1 state and 

unrelaxed ground states. The delocalized mixed-valence state might be stabilized enough to 

slow down the recombination, as discussed earlier, enabling the neutral porphyrin to be 

regenerated by BNAH. Regardless of mechanism, the photolysis results show that it is at 

least thermodynamically possible to photochemically reduce the dimer and form the desired 

mixed-valence state.  

 

4.4.2 Excited charge separated states in electron transfer processes 

 The complexes allowed the unusual and interesting observation of the involvement 

of excited charge separated and ground states in the electron transfer processes. Excited 

states can have a dramatic effect on ET processes as these states can determine both the 

rates and the possible reaction pathways. However due to the short time scale associated 

with vibrational relaxation and the fast relaxation of electronically excited radicals, it is rare to 

have evidence for their existence. 29,30 With MLCT excitation of the Ru3O dimer, excess 

vibrational energy is observed on the ZnTPPpy following charge recombination from the CS 

state. This shows the excess vibrational energy is a product of the ET processes. Also the 

S0
v formation with S2 excitation shows that excess electronic energy, compared to S1 

excitation, is converted to vibrational energy. It has further been shown that porphyrin 
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excitation leads to excited radical ion pairs and an unusually fast radical pair intersystem 

crossing has also been observed. 

 With porphyrin excitation of the dyad the CS state partly recombined to form the 

porphyrin triplet state (T1), which is higher in energy than the relaxed CS state. No T1 state 

population was observed with 1MLCT excitation, as this excitation produces a lower energy 

level and less energetic CS state. This further supports the initial FET occurring from the S1 

state results in an excited CS state (CS*). This result is a very similar situation to that 

observed by Wallin et al.15, who report an initially excited porphyrin S2 state resulted in 

charge separation to an excited charge separated state, which recombined to the S1 state 

before an additional charge separation occurring to the relaxed charge separated state. 

These results have been reproduced in a theoretical study by Rogozina et al. and Feskov et 

al.31,32 In the present study the recombination of the CS* state occurs to a triplet state. The 

fast recombination from the initially produced (singlet) CS state to the (triplet) T1 state also 

implies a radical pair intersystem crossing, which is unusually fast.33 This is possibly due to 

spin-orbit coupling induced by the heavy Ru atoms. The results presented here show that ET 

can be faster than vibrational relaxation, which is commonly neglected in most models of ET. 

The involvement of excited product states in ET processes is probably not an unusual 

phenomenon, but it is not a common observation.21,22, 34  This is likely favored by the 

supposedly large number of low-lying states (vibrational and electronic) of the Ru3O clusters. 

To observe unrelaxed ground states, the entire charge separation and recombination cycle 

must be faster than vibrational relaxation, typically on a 1-10 ps time scale.35,36,37,38 Petersson 

et al. have previously reported on unrelaxed ground states resulting from electron transfer in 

a porphyrin/viologen complex.21,22 This was the first report of excess energy surviving both 

forward and back electron transfer (charge separation and recombination), and a clear 

indication that excited charge separated states were involved in the processes. Features of 

transient absorption spectra also suggested that the intermediate charge separated states 
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were electronically excited.22 Koch et al. have also studied bimolecular electron transfer 

reactions, where unrelaxed ground states indicated charge separated states were involved 

as intermediates.32 It should be noted that excited CS states are not directly observed in the 

spectra presented here, but have unambiguously been shown to take part in the ET 

processes. The narrow and intense Soret band of the porphyrin makes it an excellent probe 

for hot ground states, which are not as easily seen with broad bands, such as those of the 

Ru3O dimer.  

 The excited radical pairs states that act as product states of the photoinduced 

reactions result in a more complex reaction scheme than initially anticipated, as the ET 

processes compete with relaxation to the ground state. Also the relaxation processes 

associated with delocalization will occur in competition with ET, both within the mixed-

valence dimer and between the dimer and the porphyrin. Even if no excited radical pairs are 

involved, ET products are nevertheless initially produced off equilibrium, at the transition 

state. The competition between ET and relaxation processes will therefore be of importance 

for the observed dynamics. 

 

4.5 Conclusion 

 The complexes were designed to study the formation and dynamics of the mixed-

valence Ru3III,III,II − pz − Ru3III,II,II
!!

 state. The FET from *ZnTPPpy was fast enough, 

τ ~0.6 ps, to possibly enable exploration of the formation and dynamics of the desired 

charge separated state. Unfortunately the back recombination from the reduced dimer was 

faster than the formation, inhibiting any detectable population of the delocalized mixed-

valence state. The yield of vibrationally unrelaxed porphyrin ground states (S0
v) supported the 

conclusion that delocalization takes place at least partly on a sub-100 fs timescale. This is 

the first reported indication of timescales for the formation of a delocalized mixed-valence 

state and calls for further investigations of this process. The results of the study demonstrate 
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the rich reactivity and dynamics of a strongly coupled system in which ET reactions occur on 

a time scale faster than or comparable to that of vibrational relaxation.  

 

4.6 Experimental 

 Materials. Synthesis of all compounds have been reported previously.2 ZnTPPpy 

and dyads 1 – 3 were stored in the dark under inert atmosphere in an Ar glove box. 

Butyronitrile used for transient absorption experiments was distilled and stored over 3Å 

molecular sieves in the glove box.  

 Steady-state absorption spectroscopy. Steady-state UV-vis-NIR spectra were 

collected with a Shimadzu UV 3600. 

 Femtosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. For a detailed description, see 

Petersson et al. (ref. 22). Briefly, the output from a Coherent Legend Ti:Sapphire amplifier (1 

kHz, λ = 800 nm, fwhm 100 fs) was split into a pump and a probe. Desired pump 

wavelengths were obtained with an optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS-white, Light 

conversion), and the energy of each pulse was kept between 100 and 500 nJ using neutral 

density filters. The white light continuum probe was obtained by focusing part of the 800 nm 

light on a moving CaF2 plate. The probe spectrum was recorded on a silicon diode array. 

Polarization of the pump was set at the magic angle, 54.7º, relative to the probe. 

Instrumental response time depends on pump and probe wavelengths, but are typically 

about 150 fs. The sample was moved vertically to avoid photodegradation. All samples were 

prepared and sealed under inert atmosphere in an Ar glove box. The sample concentration 

was adjusted to an absorbance of 0.1 – 0.2 (1 mm path length) at the excitation wavelength. 

 Data analysis was performed in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc.), a robust trust-

region reflective Newton nonlinear-least-squares method was used for the fits of time traces 

(ΔA vs. t). Traces are fitted to a sum of exponentials, ∆!(!, !) = ! !(!)!×!!(!!!!)/!!! , 

convolved with a Gaussian shaped response. Also included in the fits is an artifact signal that 
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is due to cross phase modulation during pump and probe overlap.39 All spectra are corrected 

for chirp in the white light probe, time zero is set at the maximum pump-probe temporal 

overlap. 
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Chapter 5 

2D-IR spectroscopy implemented to observe 

electron transfer dynamics in mixed-valence dimers 

 

5.1 Introduction 

 Our ability to generate the stable mixed-valence species of the Ru3O dimer has 

allowed the dynamics of electron transfer occurring within the molecule to be studied 

extensively.1-7 The carbonyl coalescence observed in the mixed-valence state of pyrazine-

bridged complexes, introduced in Chapters 1 and 3, increases with electron-donating 

character of the ancillary ligand, L = 4-cyanopyridine (cpy) < pyridine (py) < 4-

dimethylaminopyridine (dmap). This is consistent with the predicted trend of ground-state 

electron transfer rates, suggesting the observed coalescence may be the result of electron 

exchange occurring on the picosecond timescale. The optical Bloch equations have been 

used in an attempt to quantify the degree of peak coalescence and, therefore, the rate of 

ground-state electron transfer.2,3,8 The correlation of predicted rate of transfer with solvent 

dynamics occurring on the same timescale, support the conclusion that electron transfer 

dynamics are occurring on the <10 ps timescale in these systems.8-13 As spectroscopic 

capabilities of two-dimensional infrared (2D-IR) spectroscopy have developed and been 

successfully applied to measure ultrafast intramolecular exchange reactions based on CO 

vibrations, we collaborated with Dr. Matthew Zoerb a former student of the Harris group at 
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the University of California Berkeley to measure the rate of electron transfer in these 

systems.14-17 

 

5.2 Carbonyl coalescence and 2D-IR  

 The carbonyl ligand coordinated to the RuII atoms on each cluster serves as a 

spectator ligand to electron dynamics. The CO frequency is sensitive to changes in electron 

density at the metal sites due to the π-backbonding interaction between the metal d-orbitals 

and the anti-bonding π* orbital of the carbonyl ligand.18 Spectra of the neutral symmetric 

dimers (Figure 5.1) show a single carbonyl peak indicating that the electronic environment at 

each metal site is equivalent.1,2,19,20 Spectra of the doubly reduced systems also have a single 

carbonyl peak, indicating that the two extra electrons are shared equally between the two 

metal sites or approximately a –1 charge resides at each site. The frequencies of the CO 

peaks are both red shifted ca. 50 cm-1 due to the increased charge density at each site, in 

the –2 oxidation state. 

 In the mixed-valance state, a charge localized system is predicted to appear as two 

peaks at the CO frequencies of the neutral and doubly reduced dimers.3,21 As each carbonyl 

represents a unique environment, the intensity of the two peaks are expected to be half the 

intensity of the neutral and doubly reduced species. This approximation is observed in 

dimers where BL = 4,4’-bipyridine (bpy) (Figure 5.1B). Interestingly, when pyrazine (pz) is 

used as the bridging ligand, the peak positions begin to shift closer to the average CO 

frequency of the neutral and doubly reduced dimers. This is shown by the BL = pz, L = cpy 

dimer in Figure 5.1A. This shift becomes more significant as the ancillary ligand is changed 

to the more electron donating L = dmap ligand, where single electron reduction results single 

broad peak at the average CO frequency (see Figure 3.8).  
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Figure 5.1 FTIR spectra of Ru3O dimers with BL = pz and L = 4-cyanopyridine (cpy) in 
acetonitrile (A) and compound BL = bpy and L = dmap in dichloromethane (B). The neutral (n 
= 0) trace is grey, the mixed-valence (n = –1) trace is black and the doubly reduced (n = –2) is 
dashed. 
 

 Coalescence has been attributed to frequency averaging resulting from an ultrafast 

electron transfer between the metal cluster sites.22 The peak separation in these samples 

arises from electronic asymmetry, where the carbonyl ligand on the metal cluster with greater 

electron density will experience greater π-backbonding, resulting in a lower IR frequency. 

The current model of CO peak coalescence treats the extra electron as localized on one of 

the two metal clusters, with the carbonyl ligands having an IR frequency associated with this 

electron distribution, i.e. one carbonyl ligand at ca. 1890 cm-1 and one at ca. 1940 cm-1.3 If 

the electron is then transferred between the two metal clusters, the vibrational frequencies of 

each carbonyl would switch. If the rate of electron exchange were similar to the frequency 

splitting of the CO ligands, the observed IR frequencies would begin to shift to the average 

frequency, and the peaks would become broader. If electron exchange was fast enough, 
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FTIR could no longer resolve the two peaks, and the frequency of the two CO ligands would 

appear identical and at the average frequency. This would indicate the system is fully 

delocalized. 

 The optical Bloch equations attempt to quantify the degree of peak coalescence 

and, therefore, the rate of the proposed ground state electron transfer reaction.22 This 

approach requires the assumption that the IR peaks are only affected by electron exchange, 

an assumption not generally valid since geometric or electronic fluctuations on the femto- to 

picosecond timescale may result in significant changes in IR spectra as experimental 

conditions such as solvent and temperature are changed.23-26 Using peak fitting procedures 

based on the Bloch equations, electron transfer time constants ranging from 0.35 ps to ca. 

10 ps were predicted for pz-bridged dimers.2,8 For these compounds, the Bloch equations 

predict that any exchange taking longer than 10 ps will not affect the IR spectrum, and only 

one CO peak is expected for electron exchange faster than 0.35 ps.  

 Correlation of experimentally measured peak coalescence with the current 

descriptions of the ground state potential energy surface of these highly-coupled mixed-

valence systems have proven consistent. As shown in Figure 5.1, the extent of peak 

coalescence is influenced by the type of bridging ligand of the dimer. The smallest degree of 

peak overlap is observed for the longer bpy bridged systems, indicating the long distance 

ground-state electron transfer does not result in carbonyl frequency coalescence and a 

timeconstant of > 10 ps. For the pz-bridged systems, modification to the electron donating 

ability of the ancillary ligand results in ground states where the barrier for electron transfer 

decreases (increased electronic communication) as the ligand is changed from cpy to py to 

dmap. The electron transfer rate is predicted to increase as the thermal barrier decreases, 

and the observed coalescence is most significant for L = dmap. 

 The rates electron transfer predicted from the coalescence observed in singly-

reduced spectra have been shown to be highly sensitive to changes in temperature and 
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solvent.8,10,12 As the temperature is reduced near the solvent freezing point, the degree of 

ν(CO) coalescence increases. This anti-Arrhenius behavior between the predicted electron 

transfer rate and temperature were observed near the freezing point of the solvent, and is 

consistent with very low barriers to electron transfer.27 No further increase in coalescence 

occurs past the freezing point of the solvent. Changes in coalescence are also observed with 

changes in solvent and can be correlated with the rate of solvent relaxation.8 The solvent 

relaxation parameter, t1e, is a measure of how quickly a solvent can rearrange to 

accommodate a change in charge distribution.28 Significant change in ground state charge 

distribution within a molecule is accompanied by a reorientation of the dipoles of nearby 

solvent molecules. The faster a solvent can reorganize, the faster the electron density can 

change. In the dimers, faster t1e rates are associated with more highly coalesced IR spectra.8  

 In pursuit of a direct measurement of the rate of electron transfer occurring within 

the mixed-valence [Ru3O–pz–Ru3O]–, frequency domain 2D-IR spectroscopy was 

implemented. While many modern spectroscopic techniques have the ultrafast time 

resolution necessary to address this problem, 2D-IR has the ability to monitor reactions 

where the reactants and products are spectroscopically identical.14-17 2D-IR is an ultrafast 

time-resolved technique that can directly monitor the kinetics of ground state exchange 

reactions. This technique extends the vibrational information to two frequency axes 

representing an initial excitation (pump) and probe interaction with the molecule.  A variable 

time delay between the pump and the probe pulses allows us to monitor spectral changes as 

they evolve in time. The pump pulse leads to an excitation of a single normal vibrational 

mode of the system. If no exchange occurs, the vibrational label remains at the same 

frequency and will result in a peak along the diagonal of the 2D spectrum. If the chemical 

environment around the vibration changes, the frequency of the vibrational label will change. 

If the frequency shift is small, e.g. from a change in solvation, the result may only be a 

change in the inhomogeneous linewidth of the peak (spectral diffusion). For larger frequency 
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shifts, e.g. from an isomerization reaction, a new peak will appear reflecting the vibrational 

frequency of the second isomer. This off-diagonal peak, or cross peak, will be shifted along 

the horizontal, permitting a correlation between the excitation frequency at t = 0 and the 

frequency at later times. The current study of electron exchange in mixed-valence dimers is 

similar to that of geometric chemical exchange in that a molecular rearrangement is 

expected to alter the frequency of the observed vibrations. In the case of electron site 

exchange, if the average charge distribution at each site switches, it should be apparent in 

the 2D-IR spectrum as the frequencies of the corresponding CO peaks switch.  

 

5.3 Results 

 In order to measure any ground state interaction of the two Ru3O carbonyls, we first 

measured the 2D-IR spectra of the neutral dimer. In all of the neutral samples studied, one of 

the carbonyl ligands had been isotopically labeled (e.g. 13C16O). The more massive ligand 

appears in the FTIR spectrum at a lower frequency. The splitting between the two carbonyl 

ligands is approximately 50 cm-1, similar to the peak splitting observed in the unlabeled 

mixed-valence samples. Figure 5.2 shows the 2D-IR results of the neutral BL = pz, L = dmap 

dimer, with one isotopically labeled carbonyl. The lack of cross peak formation in the labeled 

neutral samples indicates that there is no significant interaction between the carbonyl ligands 

such as intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) or vibrational coupling. This is not 

surprising given the large distance (>15 Å) and number of bonds (>10) between the two 

carbonyls. This isolation is advantageous for these experiments since any vibrational 

interaction would interfere with the measurement of exchange cross peaks. 
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Figure 5.2 2D-IR spectra of neutral BL = pz, L = dmap dimer with one 13C16O ligand in 
acetonitrile. 
 

 We collected 2D-IR spectra for several Ru3O dimers at room temperature in the 

neutral, mixed-valence, and doubly reduced states and three different solvents. Interestingly, 

no cross peak growth was observed in any sample. Spectra of the mixed-valence dimer BL 
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= pz, L = cpy in dichloromethane are shown in Figure 5.3. The spectra for all samples are 

qualitatively similar, therefore all other spectra are omitted from this document. In some 2D-

IR spectra, weak intensity may be observed in the cross peak regions. This intensity does 

not grow in with time and is suggested to be an artifact of the highly overlapped IR bands.  

 

 

Figure 5.3 2D-IR spectra of mixed-valence BL = pz, L = cpy dimer in dichloromethane at 
four delay times (displayed). The spectra show no significant cross peak intensity.  
 

5.4 Discussion 

 The lack of cross peak formation in the mixed-valence samples indicates that the 

average frequency of each carbonyl vibration stays constant throughout the experiment; 
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therefore, the average electron density at each site is effectively constant. The observation of 

any cross-peak dynamics in a 2D-IR experiment requires the vibrational label to persist for 

longer than the time required to complete the reaction. The given time constants are 1/e 

values of the peak amplitude. Sufficient intensity to observe a change in signal is usually 

maintained for a few times the e-folding time. Under the assumption that the energy of the 

carbonyls exchange as the result of an electron transfer event between the metal-cluster 

sites, the vibrational lifetime of the carbonyl ligand allows us to place a lower limit of metal-

to-metal electron exchange time constant at ca, 15 ps. As mentioned previously, the Bloch 

equations predict that any exchange taking longer than 10 ps will have no effect on the IR 

spectrum.3 While we were unable to directly measure the kinetics of electron transfer in these 

systems, we can conclude that electron transfer is too slow to cause IR peak coalescence.  

 In addition to the lack of significant cross peak growth in these spectra, the decay 

kinetics of the diagonal peaks are not consistent with the predicted electron exchange rates. 

In Figure 5.4 the degree of peak coalescence (as predicted exchange time constant8) is 

plotted against the vibrational relaxation times measured in the 2D-IR experiments. If 

electron site exchange occurred in under 10 ps, the exchange rate should be correlated to 

both the degree of peak coalescence as well as the decay of the 2D-IR diagonal peaks. 

Similarly to the lack of carbonyl frequency exchange suggesting no site-to-site exchange 

less than 15 ps, the degree of peak coalescence is unrelated to any of the observed changes 

in population within ca. 15 ps.  
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Figure 5.4 Plot of the time constant predicted by simulations based on the Bloch equations 
versus the vibrational relaxation time constants measured in the 2D-IR experiments. No 
correlation is observed between the degree of peak coalescence (predicted electron 
exchange time constant) and the rates of vibrational relaxation. 
 

 The decay of vibrational excitations via relaxation or redistribution can be very fast 

for large molecules with many degrees of freedom. For the mixed-valence dimers, we 

observed vibrational relaxation ranging from ca. 5-12 ps for the lower frequency vibration 

and ca. 15-21 ps for the higher frequency vibration. A faster relaxation time was also 

observed for the lower frequency vibration in the neutral isotopically labeled systems. The 

pz-bridged mixed-valence dimers were the only samples that exhibited biexponential decay 

with a faster component of ca. 1.6-3 ps. This is an important result, as it is a measure of 

some process occurring only in the pz-bridged dimers and on a similar time scale as 

previously published rates. However, as no clear relationship was observed between 

vibrational relaxation time constants and degree of coalescence (Figure 5.4), the faster 

decays have been attributed to IVR. 

 While we were unable to directly measure electron transfer via carbonyl exchange in 

these systems, placing the lower limit for electron transfer at 15 ps indicates that site-to-site 

electron exchange as previously predicted would be too slow to affect the spectrum, and the 

observed peak coalescence may be the result of other dynamics. Previous work on dynamic 
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IR peak coalescence has detailed how ground state fluctuations may lead to changes in IR 

spectra that strongly resemble coalescence due to chemical exchange.23-25 The mechanisms 

leading to this pseudocollapse phenomenon do not cross any reaction barrier and are 

termed "intrawell" dynamics. In other words, fluctuations within a single potential well can 

perturb the vibrational frequencies enough that the peak widths and positions change in a 

way resembling exchange-induced coalescence. The lack of carbonyl exchange in the 

dimers suggests that a fluctuation-based mechanism may be the source of coalescence.  

 Our current ground-state fluctuation-based mechanism model involves the bridge-

torsional angle motion mediating electronic delocalization in highly-coupled systems. It is 

well known that the identity of the bridging ligand (BL) in bridged dimers is critical in 

mediating electron transfer.13 Prior experimental and computational work by other groups 

has established that the torsional angle between the bridging units and intramolecular redox 

active sites is highly influential on the electron dynamics.48-51 This effect is dominated by 

changes in orbital overlap between the adjacent redox units. This has been seen in bridged 

metal compounds as well as in organic chains of aromatic rings. In metal compounds, 

significant changes in overlap between the metal d orbitals and the π system or p orbital of 

the bridge are observed as the bridge or redox sites are rotated relative to one another. A 

similar effect is seen for the torsional angle between π systems in organic chains.49,52  

 The orientation of pyrazine can be expected to have a strong effect on Ru3O orbital 

overlap as the angle between the delocalized π system spanning the bridge and the metal-

based d orbitals changes. Figure 5.5 shows the dependence of electron distribution with the 

bridging torsion angle. The out-of-plane geometry would not likely allow significant orbital 

overlap between the bridging ligand π system and the metal-based frontier orbitals. A 

structure where the pz ring is in plane with the two metal sites is expected to have much 

better orbital overlap, potentially connecting the orbitals at the two metal sites. This 

molecular orbital would likely also include contributions from the bridging ligand π system. 
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As orbital overlap increases, the relative orbital contributions from each site will change 

along with the average charge density and corresponding CO frequencies. The model 

predicts charge density localized on either metal cluster may not change the frequency 

enough to result in 2D-IR cross peak growth, but would be reflected in the average 

frequency of a CO ligand attached to the site. If a fluctuating geometry results in a fluctuating 

charge distribution, the statistical distribution of possible charges will also be reflected 

through changes in the inhomogeneous linewidth. The ability of a solvent to accommodate a 

fast charge redistribution, as well as the ability of electronic coupling to modulate the extent 

of these fluctuations, should be expected to influence such behavior. Fluctuations of this 

charge density may occur, but the equilibrium charge densities at the two sites do not 

exchange for the duration of the experiment.  

 

 

Figure 5.5 Schematic depiction of possible electron distributions associated with changes in 
orbital overlap due to rotation of the bridging ligand about the intercluster axis.  
 

 Since the degree of peak coalescence can be correlated to the solvent's ability to 

accommodate a change in charge distribution, the origin of peak coalescence should have 

some electronic component. Fluctuations in charge density could be considered electron 

transfer events involving the exchange of only partial electronic charge. In large molecules, 

the electron density often resides in large molecular orbitals spanning many atoms. An 
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electron transfer event does not necessarily involve an integer change in electronic charge, 

and the donor and acceptor molecular orbitals may contain contributions from the same 

atomic orbitals. In the present case, the magnitude of the charge fluctuation, rather than the 

rate of electron transfer, best defines the electronic state. From this perspective, analysis of 

the IR spectrum is still useful in that it relates the average charge density (by peak center 

frequency) and magnitude of charge fluctuation (through peak width) at each site. However, 

the changes in the IR spectrum do not correspond to changes in electron density on the 

timescale required for coalescence and the Bloch equations should no longer be used to 

quantify rates of ground state cluster-to-cluster electron transfer. 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

 2D-IR results show the average frequency of each carbonyl vibration, therefore the 

average electron density at this site, is effectively constant throughout the experiment. Under 

the assumption that carbonyl exchange occurs as the result of an electron transfer event 

between the metal-cluster sites, we can say that no carbonyl frequency exchange within ca. 

15 ps was measured in any sample.  

 The full nature of electron dynamics in these mixed-valence dimers remains 

uncertain. We expect that the high variability in IR lineshapes is related to electronic 

dynamics, however our 2D-IR results indicate that full charge transfer between the two metal 

sites cannot be the origin of coalescence observed in the mixed valence systems. A 

fluctuation-based mechanism may be a more accurate description of dynamics. Intrawell 

charge redistribution that is highly coupled to the vibrational frequency of the carbonyl 

spectator ligands may be able to explain the diversity of lineshapes observed in these 

systems. Whether or not the peak coalescence and charge redistribution can be definitively 

connected to a specific mechanism will require further investigation and future experiments 

are proposed in Chapter 6. 
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5.6 Experimental 

 Sample preparation. The syntheses of compounds 1-6 have been reported 

elsewhere.1,2 Most neutral compounds for the 2D-IR experiments have one isotopically 

labeled carbonyl ligand (13C16O) resulting in two carbonyl peaks in the spectra with a similar 

frequency splitting to the mixed valence compounds. Spectroscopic grade acetonitrile, 

dichloromethane, and DMSO solvents were purchased from Fischer Scientific and used 

without further purification. The singly and doubly reduced samples were prepared by 

chemical reduction with cobaltocene or decamethylcobaltocene (purchased from Strem and 

Sigma Aldrich, respectively) under anaerobic conditions. The oxidation state for each sample 

was confirmed spectrally by FTIR (Thermo Fisher Nicolet 6700). Airtight sample cells were 

purchased from Specac with CaF2 windows and a pathlength of 500 µm.  

 Frequency domain 2D-IR spectroscopy. The experimental apparatus consists of a 

Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier (SpectraPhysics, Spitfire) seeded by a Ti:sapphire 

oscillator to produce a 1 kHz train of 100 fs pulses centered at 800 nm. The output is split 

50:50 between two mid-IR OPAs. The OPAs are independently tunable from 3-6 µm with a 

spectral width of ca. 200 cm-1. The output of the first OPA is used to generate IR pump 

pulses by passing the beam through a Fabry-Perot interferometer to produce narrowband 

Lorentzian pulses at ca. 15 cm-1 FWHM with an exponential time decay of ca. 1 ps. The 

output of the second OPA is split into equal intensity probe and reference lines. The 

polarization between the pump and probe lines is set to magic angle (54.7°) by a zero-order 

half-wave plate. The pump and probe pulses are focused onto the sample with a 1 in. off-

axis parabolic mirror. Time delays between the two pulses are controlled with a computer 

controlled translation stage (Newport). The probe and reference lines are spectrally resolved 

in a spectrograph and collected on a 2x32 pixel mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) array 

detector with a spectral resolution of ca. 3 cm-1. The sample cell is translated perpendicular 
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to the beam axes during the experiment with computer controlled translation stages (Standa) 

to avoid local heating effects. 
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Chapter 6 

Future experiments 

 

6.1 Future studies on ZnTPPpy[Ru3O–pz–Ru3O] systems 

 Building upon the ultrafast transient absorption experiments presented in Chapter 4, 

we plan to continue our efforts towards measuring the timescale of delocalization in order to 

gain insight into the dynamics which result in the strong electronic coupling observed in 

[Ru3O-pz-Ru3O]– dimers. The porphyrin-coordinated dyads characterized in Chapter 3 were 

designed to achieve electron reduction of the dimer following porphyrin excitation; however, 

the back electron transfer (BET) and regeneration of the neutral dimer was extremely fast 

(τCR < 0.1 ps). Future experiments need to adjust the coupling between the porphyrin and 

dimer of Ru3O clusters, specifically to slow down BET, in order to observe the desired 

delocalization processes. The time-resolved effects on the carbonyl vibrational frequency 

following porphyrin excitation in these systems may provide insight into the electronic 

component of the dynamic carbonyl coalescence studied by two-dimensional infrared 

spectroscopy (2D-IR) in Chapter 5.  

 

6.1.1 Ultrafast re-reduction of mixed-valent Ru3O dimer 

 Given the desired photoinduced electron transfer event resulted in a charge-

separated pair which recombined too quickly, it would be interesting to study the re-

reduction of the Ru3O–pz–Ru3O dimer following porphyrin excitation. Isolation of the singly-
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reduced dyad is possible through chemical reduction. This mixed-valence species has two 

IVCT transitions, a low energy metal-to-metal charge transfer (MMCT) and a high energy 

metal-to-bridge charge transfer (MBCT), which result from electronic coupling across the 

[Ru3O–pz–Ru3O]– dimer. Upon porphyrin excitation in the dyad, the mixed-valence dimer may 

now act as the electron donor and the ZnTPPpy* becomes the electron acceptor; the 

reduced dimer will become oxidized via an electron transfer to the excited porphyrin. This 

reaction is predicted to occur extremely fast, with the free energy of excited porphyrin 

reduction via oxidation of the mixed valence dimer estimated to be –1.5 eV.1 The back 

electron transfer from ZnTPPpy•–[Ru3O–pz–Ru3O] results in regeneration of the neutral 

porphyrin and the re-formation of the mixed-valence dimer. The free energy of this process is 

–0.6 eV in the most extreme case, L = cpy. The dynamics of delocalization, as observed by 

the growth of IVCT bands in the NIR, will allow us to gain an understanding of the 

mechanisms and rates involved in the electron–nuclear coupling relaxation processes 

associated with delocalization. 
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Scheme 6.1 Energy levels of the proposed re-reduction experiment where the chemically 
reduced [Ru3O–pz–Ru3O]– dimer acts as the electron donor following porphyrin excitation. 
The thermodynamically favorable back electron transfer process will result in IVCT growth, 
allowing delocalization dynamics to be measured.  

 

6.1.2 Ultrafast time-resolved infrared spectroscopy  

 The degree of dynamic carbonyl coalescence in chemically reduced ZnTPPpy dimer 

dyads strongly resemble previously reported coalescence and show the analogous trend 

with degree of electronic coupling between the pyrazine-linked Ru3O clusters observed in 

symmetric dimers.1-4 Femtosecond time-resolved infrared (fsTRIR) experiments will allow 

changes to the carbonyl IR bands via photo-initiated reduction and re-reduction pathways to 

delocalization.5 Using fsTRIR, we will be able to follow the evolution of the neutral complex 

carbonyl vibration (ca. 1940 cm-1) to the singly-reduced, mixed-valence carbonyl vibration 
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(ca. 1920 cm-1) with ultrafast resolution; isotopic labeling of one carbonyl may provide more 

convincing evidence of electron transfer within the molecule.2,6,7 Unlike the 2D-IR experiment, 

where measured dynamics occurred in an already delocalized state, fsTRIR changes to the 

carbonyl will be measured in concert with photoinitiated electronic delocalization. The gating 

of ultrafast electron delocalization by highly specific molecular motions can be further 

studied (i.e. time resolution of the symmetric pz band).8,9  

 

6.1.3 Ultrafast measurements on symmetric L = L’ mixed valence Ru3O dimers.  

 Previous pursuits to measure the intramolecular rate of electron transfer occurring 

within Ru3O dimers have been attempted on electronically static samples, relying on 

vibrational probes to determine electron transfer kinetics. Future experiments will seek to 

measure the rate of electron transfer following photoexcitation. Two IVCT transitions of pz-

bridged dimers have been characterized under the BCS three-state model of mixed-valency. 

By nature, photoexcitation of the low energy MMCT or high energy MBCT result in an 

electronically excited intramolecular metal-metal or metal-bridge charge transfer, 

respectively. Measurements of the kinetics of intramolecular photoinduced MMCT have been 

demonstrated indirectly by metal-ligand charge-transfer optical excitation and directly via 

MMCT optical excitation on Creutz-Taube model compounds.10-12 In these experiments, IVCT 

excitation was performed in an ultrafast pump-probe experiment, and ground-state recovery 

(i.e. electron transfer) was measured to have a lifetime of 1.2 ps. The kinetics of the IVCT 

bleach recovery allowed a direct measurement of the rate of photoinduced electron transfer 

within the range of 1013-1012 s-1. Optical excitation of the MMCT transition of mixed-valence 

pz-bridged dimers should induce cluster-to-cluster electron transfer. Since the bridge 

transition is higher in energy, regeneration of the metal ground state will provide a direct 

measure of the rate of electron transfer (metal-metal hopping). The rate of back electron 

transfer can be compared to current approximations based on observed carbonyl 
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coalescence, and experiments should be collected in a variety of solvents to provide insight 

into current descriptions of electron transfer within these systems. 
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6.2 Future studies inspired by 2D-IR results 

 Measuring the barrier of a chemical reaction, where the reactants and products are 

the same, is a challenging one.13 The description of coalescence arising from electron 

transfer occurring on the picosecond timescale was desirable, allowing for a rate to be 

assigned. In order for the observed carbonyl coalescence to capture a barrier for crossing, 

the electron has to be transfered from the donor cluster to the acceptor cluster on the 

timescale of <10 ps. The time-dependent changes to the carbonyl frequency shows no 

correlation with the timescale necessary to observe coalescence, therefore we can no longer 

correlate the timescale of the carbonyl resolution with the timescale of the electron transfer 

event. If carbonyl exchange does not occur within 15 ps, the previous description of an 

electron as a point-of-charge transfer occurring in the previously predicted timescale needs 

to be reevaluated.  

 The tortional angle between bridging units and intramolecular redox active sites has 

been demonstrated experimentally and computationally to be highly influential on electron 

dynamics.14-17 Within the proposed intrawell mechanism, electron transfer dynamics are 

dependent on the torsional angle between the pyrazine bridging ligand and Ru3O clusters. 

When the pyrazine bridge is in the plane of the two Ru3O units, orbital overlap between Ru d 

orbitals and the π* system of the bridge is maximized, and electron delocalization occurs. In 

fully delocalized systems the predicted carbonyl signature resembles a single stretch at the 

midpoint of the neutral and reduced carbonyls. An out-of-plane geometry, where the 

bridging ligand is rotated some value (θ), inhibits electron communication across the dimer 
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by decreasing donor-bridge orbital overlap. In the most extreme case, θ=90˚, the charge is 

localized, allowing one neutral and one reduced carbonyl would be observed. The intrawell 

mechanism allows all possible bridge rotation geometries to be captured by FT-IR 

measurements, resulting in a coalesced spectrum in singly reduced samples.  

 

6.2.1 Bridge-torsional angle studies 

 Bridge-mediated electron transfer and electronic communication has been well 

established in mixed-valence donor-bridge-acceptor molecules of the form Ru3O–BL–

Ru3O.2,8,18 Under the proposed charge function model, the carbonyl coalescence tells us the 

average charge density on the clusters and the magnitude of charge fluctuations. The 

fluctuations are predicted to result from bridge torsional angle rotations, which allows for 

variation in the molecular overlap between the bridge and the metal clusters.  

 In an effort to completely arrest bridge torsional angle mediated electron transfer, 

minimizing the barrier for thermal electron transfer (Class III), we propose to make a dimer of 

Ru3O clusters bridged by 3-(2-pyrimidinyl)-1,2,4-triazine (pmtz). The synthesis of a dimeric 

triruthenium cluster derived by bridging ligand substitution using the asymmetric 

bis(tridentate) ligand, which requires displacement of a bridging acetate in the parent 

triuthenium cluster core, was successfully demonstrated by Chen et al.19 Following a similar 

synthetic approach we propose to make the carbonyl coordinated structure, allowing 

electronic interaction across the bridge to be observed using vibrational spectroscopy. 

Analysis of the IVCT bands will allow us to classify this molecule’s ground state. By inhibiting 

the ability for the bridge to rotate through steric hindrance, we predict observed carbonyl 

spectra to no longer reflect a torsional angle dependent distribution of charge delocalization.  
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Figure 6.1 Dimer of Ru3O clusters bridged by 3-(2-pyrimidinyl)-1,2,4-triazine (pmtz).  

 

6.2.2 Asymmetric LUMO 

 Dimers of the form [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)]2-BLn and [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-

CH3CO2)6(L)2]2-BLn have been studied in both their isolated oxidation state, n = 0 and n = +2, 

respectively, and their mixed-valence state, n = –1 and n = +1, respectively.20 While both 

systems show strong electronic communication in the mixed-valence state, characterized by 

IVCT bands observable in the NIR, the dimer with the carbonyl ligands has provided valuable 

spectroscopic information regarding the timescale of electron transfer dynamics determined 

by dynamic coalescence. The dimer in Figure 6.2, which includes just one coordinated 

carbonyl ligand, has not yet been studied and provides numerous pathways for exploration. 

Upon isolation the proposed structure is mixed valence, containing one Ru3
III,III,II and one 

Ru3
III,III,III cluster. Therefore, this cluster may have observable IVCT bands without any 

additional redox chemistry.  Further, observing changes to the carbonyl (coordinated to the 

formally Ru3
III,III,II cluster) stretching frequency as the oxidation state of the dimer is changed 

will provide experimental evidence of the ability for electronic delocalization following 

electron reduction. Energetically the HOMO should be localized on the Ru3
III,III,II cluster (left 

cluster in Figure 6.2), and single electron reduction should occur within the molecular orbital 
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spanning the metal centers of the Ru3
III,III,III cluster (right cluster in Figure 6.2).19 Changes to 

the carbonyl stretching frequency, whose π* orbital should only be a spectator of the initial 

reduction, will directly measure the ability of the electron delocalization across the bridge. 

This system would also be important to study with ultrafast transient absorption and infrared 

spectroscopies following MLCT excitation. This spectroscopy should move an electron in the 

HOMO of the Ru3
III,III,II cluster to the bridge, allowing measurement of the back electron 

transfer rate following an intramolecular electron transfer event.10-12 

 

6.2 Asymmetric dimer of the form [Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-CH3CO2)6(CO)(L)]–pz–[Ru3(µ3-O)(µ-
CH3CO2)6(L)2]. 
 

6.4 Conclusion 

 The mixed-valence Ru3O dimers are unique in their ability to characterize the thermal 

and optical pathways of electron transfer in three-state model mixed-valency, and synthetic 

modification has been shown to have an effect on the electronic coupling within the 

borderline Class II/III on the ground state PES. The results of these experiments will add to 

the volume of Ru3O work contributing to understanding the electronic and environmental 

effects on the Class II (localized) to Class III (delocalized) transition.  
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